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Revolution
'All sudden transformations, or transformations
apparently sudden, whether of beliefs,
ideas or doctrines.'
Gustave Le Bon, The Psychology of Revolution (Plan Label Books, 1984, reprint. 2006), p. 23.
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Editor’s Letter
Revolutions, the individual events and the concept itself, are constantly discussed and disputed across all disciplines. Their supposedly sudden nature and grand hopes for change offer key moments where many different ideologies and perspectives clash and debate. This space for discussion
made choosing the History in Politics’ first journal theme easy for the editorial team.
Many contributors were drawn to the key historical moments which spring to people’s minds
when revolutions are discussed: the Russian and the French. However, all looked outside the typical
actors and moments, allowing a broader consideration of who forms the revolution at the time and
in our memories. Dr Lara Green’s analysis in ‘Behind the Scenes of the Russian Revolution: The
Russian Free Press Fund in London at the End of the Nineteenth Century’ offers a deeper analysis
of the Russian Revolution. Her analysis of the Revolution’s sources and impact reconsiders previous
historiography and new archival material to allow for the influence of figures, such as Sergei Stepniak.
Her acceptance of how revolutionary figures operate as real people, not just icons solely devoted to a
cause, allows space for considering the role of women like Stepniak’s wife Fanni, and roots an often
mythic revolution in reality. Likewise, Georgia Taylor-Stidwell’s rigorous discussion of the Russian
Revolution reviews how it impacted women’s social standing. Her use of literature and film creates
a broad analysis outside the simply political as she reviews the Revolution’s effects in the following
decades.
Henry Kilding’s ‘Defence of the Seigneurial Social Contract: Who rebelled in the Jacquerie
of 1358, and why?’ reviews a French Revolution, but looks past the one in the Enlightenment to the
middle ages. His questioning of who rebelled allows us to consider who forms rebellions, and whether they equally impact a country’s metropolis and rural areas. Bertie Noé Royer discusses the later
French Revolution. His consideration of the long-term, meteorological origins in ‘‘Is it a rebellion?
– No, your Majesty, it is climate!’ The climatic origins of the French Revolution and its historical approach’ extends into a discussion of our memory of the French Revolution, and how we consider our
founding narratives. Likewise, Cristina Coellen assesses how we consider the French and their culture of protest. Her extension of the discussion to the present day allows her to draw on her personal
experience of her year abroad, offering an immediacy to our discussion, as she reviews how France’s
political protest connects and shifts through the centuries.
Marie Kepler’s ‘Central-Eastern Europe, the EU and myself ’ reveals how personal identity
intersects with our images of the past from the title. She looks across borders at Hungary, Germany,
and to the heart of the European Union. With the Covid-19 pandemic revealing the interconnections
of our globalised world, her discussion is pertinent to both how we conceive our individual and global
identities.
The editorial team and I did not expect our theme to strike a personal chord with so many
people, but the articles included reveal how seminal revolutions are in forming people’s identities and
in allowing them a chance to feel part of their history. Ruby Freeman roots her reconsideration of
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Sacagawea’s role, and thus importance, in the 1804 Lewis and Clark Expedition by revealing how her
presence appeals to a young, female historian when female figures are often not written into our history. She demonstrates Sacagawea’s importance to Lewis and Clark and how her impact is not limited to
her roles in this Expedition: the construction of her many identities by later movements has impacted
generations of people's understanding of the past. Ethan Sannitt, the winner of our Fresher’s Essay
Competition, also reconsiders the impact of a powerful woman in history. The importance he gives to
Empress Dowager Cixi Qing allows readers to view her outside traditional, often sexist assessments,
and thus to reconsider the source of China’s economic boom, another issue that is often featured and
discussed in news today.
Ellen Fasham is another contributor who looked beyond the figures typically associated with
a historical event, this time the American civil rights movement. She shows how Thurgood Marshall
helped change America’s legal structures, with his legacy lasting to this day. Michaela Makusha’s ‘Frantz
Fanon: The revolutionary who wrote a revolution’ allows readers to understand Fanon’s philosophy on
colonialism and decolonisation, which focused on the oppressed peoples, not the exploitative colonial
powers. She showcases his influence, such as to the American civil rights movement and contemporary
African literature. With many of our contributors extending the impact of revolutions and revolutionary moments to the present day and their personal experience, together they prompt the consideration
of how revolutions impact us today, demonstrating the importance of how we view these moments.
Lastly, Dr Joseph D. Martin, the inaugural chair of the History in Politics’ Journal’s Editorial
Board, finishes our first journal with ‘On Monuments and Scientific Revolutions’. Martin expands our
discussion to the scientific discipline and not only looks at the importance of what revolutions remove,
but what they seek to instate in this place. He looks at how we have formed the modern conception of
science and how the practitioners of big and small science viewed this change.
I hope this journal offers readers a chance to consider individual
revolutions, how they occur and how we remember them, and the concept itself. Our contributions
cover a range of times, places, and people, but all seem to link to our politics today, demonstrating how
the power and impact of history and its events do not remain in the past.
I cannot thank the Editorial Team enough for their dedication and
assiduous work in putting this journal together. Together, with the
wider History in Politics team, we have created the first, hopefully
				
of many, History in Politics Journals.

Ellie Williams-Brown
Senior Editor

Editors
Joseph Callow - Ariana Fanning - Sophie Koch - Emerald McLaughlin
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A Note from the
Founding President
Dear Readers,
With the successful completion of History in Politics’ first issue of the biannual academic journal, I wanted
to take this milestone as a chance to reflect on our successes thus far.
History in Politics has surpassed any vision I held for it – which initially was one of a singular
academic conference. With an impressive catalogue of events, an academically stimulating blog, podcast,
and now our very own academic journal, it is hard to believe this all began only nine months ago, in the
attic room of my family home during the first national lockdown. The concept of History in Politics emanated from my Laidlaw Scholarship, which required me to undertake a research project across the span of
two years. My project reflected on the use of Second World War myths in contemporary political debates
and the inherent problems associated with this. It was from this research that I realised the extent of the
relationship between history and politics, and the importance in de-tangling the two. History in Politics
became much more than this however. The society now amasses 701 active followers, nearly 400 members,
and has engaged in 19 collaborations with academics. It has become a space for interdisciplinary engagement; academically, socially and within careers opportunities.
2020 also brought a series of challenges, as well as successes. First and foremost, our inability to
meet as a team ever since the society began due to Covid-19. While this has certainly been an obstacle - especially in the initial stages - I can say with confidence that it has not inhibited our output. I cannot thank
the entire History in Politics team enough for their dedication, and tireless work throughout the year. What
began as a personal vision, has expanded far beyond, and we would not be reflecting on our successes without your ideas, and devotion to History in Politics. I am looking forward to next term with great anticipation for what we will achieve, but also to next year, where many of you will continue to carry the society to
new heights.
Finally, I want to thank the editorial team in particular, for their perseverance and commitment to the first History in Politics academic journal and
its achievement. I would also like to thank our members for their continuous
support, and specifically the contributors to this journal. I have been
overwhelmed by the calibre and volume of submissions for this journal
edition, and I look forward to many more editions of the journal to come.

Emily Glynn

Founding President
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Behind the Scenes of the Russian Revolution:
The Russian Free Press Fund in London at the
End of the Nineteenth Century
Lara Green
Durham University, Department of History

C

harles Tilly famously defined revolution as a “forcible transfer of power” and, for a long time, the Russian
Revolution was interpreted within such a framework.1 The events of October 1917, the storming
of the Winter Palace, the arrest of the Provisional
Government who had been in power only a few
short months, and the declaration of Bolshevik rule
seemed to fit the bill. But defining revolution in this
way is not so simple. The famous scene from Sergei
Eisenstein’s 1928 film October has often been presented as contemporary footage, as has video of the
1920 commemorations of the Revolution which
involved a restaging on the palace steps. These moments have become iconic because the term ‘revolution’ is loaded with connotations of legitimacy in
the modern period.2 In Soviet political culture, mass
commemorations sought to reinforce the narrative
of popular revolution, whereas those critical of the
Soviet Union have often presented it as a coup.
At the same time, study of the revolution
was often limited to Petrograd (now known by its
former name, St Petersburg) or Moscow, Russia’s
two largest cities. Accounts of foreign observers of
the events in these cities in the latter months of 1917

provided an important source of information with
which to study revolution.3 More recently, however,
historians have begun to reassess the chronology,
temporality, and geography of the Russian Revolution. One important area of development has been
in studies of the events of February 1917, which
marked the end of centuries-old tsarist rule in the
Russian Empire. Change did not happen overnight
in politics, society, culture. Instead, we can see
the revolution as part of a long-running process.
The Study Group for the Russian Revolution, its
annual conference, and its journal Revolutionary
Russia, date the revolutionary era as between the
years 1880 and 1932.4 The ongoing multi-volume
project ‘Russia’s Great War and Revolution’, published by Slavica, forms one key strand of scholarly
efforts to reassess many of the aspects of revolution
in a longer term and geographically broader perspective. Other collections have similarly brought
together scholars seeking to challenge the idea of
October 1917 as a moment of decisive change.5
There are other ways in which reconsidering the Russian Revolution can have a significant
impact on our understanding of the processes of
revolution. Violent insurrection does not happen

Charles Tilly, European Revolutions, 1482-1992(Oxford, 1993), p. 8.
For a brief introduction to some theories of revolution, see: Allen Buchanan, ‘Revolutions’, S tanford. Encyclopedia of Philosophy,
2017. https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/revolution/
3
One of the most famous of these was the American journalist John Reed’s T
 en Days that Shook the World(1919), which was later
the source material for the popular 1981 film Reds, starring Warren Beatty and Diane Keaton. You can read Reed’s book here:
https://archive.org/details/tendaysthatshoo00reedgoog. 
4
http://basees.org/study-group-of-the-russian-revolution. See also: John Smele, ‘The Study Group on the Russian Revolution: The
First Thirty Years’, Revolutionary Russia, vol. 18, no. 2 (2005), p. 210. This date range was extended from the group’s early years,
when the period between 1900 and 1921 was the focus.
5
Matthias Neumann and Andy Willimott (eds), Rethinking the Russian Revolution as Historical Divide (London, 2017).
1
2
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overnight. While it is certainly true the spontaneous nature of some revolutionary activity must not
be overlooked, revolutions are often the products
of long-running preparations, theoretical debates,
and popular agitation. In the Russian case, revolution was also made in the dingy rooms of rented
lodgings where revolutionaries languished in exile.
It was made in the British Library’s Reading Room,
a favourite haunt of the Bolshevik leader Vladimir
Lenin, but also of émigrés such as the terrorist
propagandist Sergei Stepniak.6 Revolution is made
by real people, living real lives. While they may
be preoccupied with defining and planning revolutionary activism, they still have to budget, buy
food, care for children, and look after their health.7
Stepniak and his colleagues in the Russian
Free Press Fund are a great example of how the archives can be read in such a way as to understand
the lived experience of revolutionary activism. The
Fund was a loose publishing collective with five official members. Stepniak, the most famous, is the
subject of numerous biographical works and scholarship. He arrived in London in 1884. The next
most famous, Feliks Volkhovskii arrived in London
in 1890, having escaped from exile in Siberia. He
too is the subject of a number of articles and an
ongoing biographical project. Stepniak and Volkhovskii were famous representatives of the Fund,
writing and lecturing in Britain and the US, and,
as such, have received much of the attention. On
the other hand, the Fund’s other members Nikolai
Chaikovskii, Lazar Goldenberg, and Leonid Shishko are relatively overlooked. Chaikovskii is usually
recognised as the leader of the eponymous circle
of revolutionary activists in St Petersburg in the
1870s, but his contributions to the Fund are often
downplayed. Goldenberg and Shishko are only minor characters in many histories. But should this be
the case? And are these five individuals really then

only ones who contributed to the Fund’s work?
Where should we look for evidence of this revolutionary activism? The short answer is in the archives, in the folders more often overlooked by
historians perhaps more interested in the correspondence between famous figures, on scribbled
scraps of paper, and in notebooks and diaries.
There is a rich field of work on Russian
revolutionary history of the late nineteenth century which provides a detailed insight into the
minutiae of revolutionary activity. Although now
fairly old, a classic among these works and an important source of biographical information for
revolutionary activism is Franco Venturi’s Roots
of Revolution, a study of the revolutionary movement in Russia to the assassination of Tsar Alexander II in 1881. Venturi’s extensive study amounts
to over 900 pages and through his close attention
to detail and his approach to writing about Russia, as in his other work, reflects a decentered and
holistic approach.8 As we moved to home working during the recent lockdown, my own copy of
this weighty book spent several weeks propping
up my computer monitor. Venturi has proved invaluable to my research in establishing a range of
biographical details, but in my efforts to write a
fuller history of the Fund, I have often found myself frustrated with the lack of biographical detail
of women’s lives and activism, when even minor
male figures receive much more attention. So, under my computer monitor the book remained, as I
delved once again into my notes from the archives.
Once we start looking deeper into the
correspondence of the Fund, it soon becomes
clear that looking beyond personality and celebrity are essential in understanding the day-today aspects of revolutionary activism. For example, when Stepniak toured the US in the winter
of 1890-1, he probably would not have got far

See: Robert Henderson, ‘Lenin and the British Museum Library’, Solanus, vol. 4 (1990), pp. 3–15 and ‘Russian Political Émigrés
and the British Museum Library’, Library History, vol. 9, nos. 1-2 (1991), pp. 59–68.
7
The archives of the revolutionary activist Felix Volkhovskii are particularly useful in this regard, full of his everyday diaries and
shopping lists, letters about his medical conditions, arrangements for the care and education of his daughter Vera, and even his
eyeglasses prescriptions. The main parts of Volkhovskii’s personal archive are held by the Hoover Institution Archives at Stanford
University and the Houghton Library at Harvard University.
8
Michael Confino, ‘Franco Venturi’s Russia’, Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History, vol. 11, no. 1 (2010), pp. 77-105.
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without his wife Fanni who certainly organised the supply of publications for distribution
at his lectures, and probably much more of the
arrangements too.9 At the same time, Goldenberg, who was at the time working for the Fund
in New York, organised much of the distribution
of print materials and subscriptions to the Society of American Friends of Russian Freedom.10
Despite ground-breaking studies which
have reassessed the roles of women such as the
Bolshevik Alexandra Kollontai in the Russian Revolution, works reassessing the revolution in broad
chronological and thematic perspective still often
fail to meet the criteria set out by Katy Turton in
2011 for writing “integrated histories”.11 Recent
reassessments of 1917 in the context of long-term
change such as Stephen Smith’s 2017 book show
a much greater sensitivity to gender and the lived
experiences of structural and social change in the
late-imperial and early-Soviet periods.12 However,
there is still more work to be done. Women less frequently left behind significant archival collections
and were rarely the authors of famous political
works, Kollontai being one important exception.13
Reconstructing the everyday life of political activism recovers the work of women associated with the Russian Free Press Fund obscured in
prior scholarship. Sergei Stepniak’s archive held at
the Russian State Archive of Literature and Art in
Moscow, for example, also contains his wife Fanni’s
papers and correspondence. That Fanni’s archive
even survived at all is surprising, but is likely a result of how it was subsumed into her husband’s. The
the post-war period, a time in which they sought
to purchase the archival remnants of historical

11.

Russian political and cultural figures. However,
the letters between Fanni and Sergei are primarily held in the Bakhmeteff Archive at Columbia
University New York. Without the privileged ability to consult both collections, with travel budgets, visas, the ability to take photographs in the
archives, and time, it is more difficult to build up
a complete picture of Fanni’s role. So it is easy to
see why, in the past, historians overlooked certain files and collections in favour of others.
From letters in Stepniak’s archives, we see
Fanni also played an important role in her husband’s literary translation work. As one letter suggests, she was probably better at translation than
her husband. The letter notes that she was correct
in writing ‘‘shawl for which you substitute ‘head’”.
Now I am not very conversant with the manners
and customs of Russian society and it may be presumptuous on my part to offer an opinion but I
was disposed to think Russian ladies are not in the
habit of taking off their heads when they make a
call.’14 Her work was also an essential part of preparing her husband’s 1890 novel, copying out the
manuscript several times.15 Fanni Stepniak’s contributions were rendered invisible because of the
commercial value of her husband’s name in marketing their translations. Such work was characteristic of women’s roles: publicly invisible but
essential to the writing and publishing process.
Seeing the individual within the context of
their networks has important benefits for understanding the workings of the revolutionary movement, especially over time. By seeing Stepniak in the
context of his family and close colleagues, we can
better understand the realities of political activism.

9 Fanni Stepniak to Lazar Goldenberg, 3 January 1891. State Archive of the Russian Federation (GARF), f. 5799, op. 1, d. 100, l. 1
10
Notes made by Goldenberg on letters received from his American collaborator Francis Jackson Garrison (the youngest son of the
abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison) record the subscriptions. This is just one example of where the physicality of the letters themselves is important for their use as historical sources. Francis J. Garrison to Lazar Goldenberg, 3 October 1891. GARF, f. 5799, op.
1, d. 133, l. 22.
11
Katy Turton, ‘Men, Women and an Integrated History of the Russian Revolutionary Movement’, History Compass, vol. 9, no. 2
(2011), pp. 119-33. Turton is the author of several ground-breaking books on networks, family, and gender in Russian revolutionary activism.
12
S.A. Smith, Russia in Revolution: An Empire in Crisis, 1890 to 1928 (Oxford, 2017).
13
Turton, ‘‘Men, Women and an Integrated History’, p. 120.
14
William Westall to Stepniak, 9 March 1893. Russian State Archive of Literature and Art (RGALI), f. 1158, op. 1, d. 462, ll. 6767ob. Westall was Stepniak’s collaborator on several literary translations in the early 1890s.
15
Edward R. Pease to Stepniak, 1 June [1889]. RGALI, f. 1158, op. 1, d. 385, l. 63 ob. Pease was a British socialist who was a close
friend of the Stepniaks and who helped Sergei Stepniak revise his novel for publication.
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A network-based approach also has the effect
of highlighting previously overlooked individuals, often women, who connected others. While
it is significant certain famous individuals forged
transnational connections between activists,
networks transcend and outlast the activism of
an individual and are shaped by other external
forces.16 Centring the activism of a network as
a collective enterprise has the effect of approaching political activism in a more holistic way.
In a time when social and political activists are uniting to build a more just and equitable world, just as Russian Revolutionaries of
the late nineteenth century sought to achieve, we
must examine the narratives we tell of current
events. If we seek to understand the world as it is,
we must look to tell the full and varied stories of
activism. From the local and the small-scale, to
the disenfranchised and silenced, we must place
these within the narrative. As historians we can
use the tools and understanding of our profession to amplify activists’ voices, but we should not
seek to minimise their agency or to incorporate
them into grand, sweeping arcs where some voices are more privileged than others. The history
of revolution tells us that is not the whole story.

For a discussion of how the Fund’s networks were repurposed, see: Lara Green, ‘15 Augustus Road, Hammersmith: Transnational Russian Revolutionary Networks’, Peripheral Histories, 2019. https://www.peripheralhistories.co.uk/post/15-augustus-road-hammersmith-transnational-russian-revolutionary-networks
16
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To What Extent Do Visual and Literary Sources
Present a ‘Sexual Revolution’ for Women in
Revolutionary Russia?

Georgia Taylor Stidwell

D

iscussions of ‘sexual revolution’ in
revolutionary Russia sit at the intersection of wide historical debates
oscillating between both continuity or rupture, and
toleration or control. The term ‘sexual revolution’ is
used carelessly contemporary to the 1920s and in
modern scholarship, it remains largely unexamined
in the Russian context. Assumptive historical classification of the 1920s as a period of ‘sexual revolution’ has arguably led to a disregard of represented
female experiences to fit the narrative of hedonistic toleration. When examined, representations of
femininity and the female body show continued
attitudes of violence, distrust and degradation both
internalised and from wider society. In order to
challenge the notion of a ‘sexual revolution’ taking
place for women I have defined it broadly: radical overthrowing of ideas and behaviours which
trigger widespread change, greater toleration and
a degree of longevity. I will examine presentations
of female experience in visual imagery and literature. In the Russian context, the persistence of a
government sanctioned sexless model of society
has limited the effect of the archival revolution.1
Historians of Russian sexuality have increasingly
investigated culture not as evidence of ideological
currents rather than simply the zeitgeist. Visual
sources are crucial where the nation is so ethnically diverse, attempting to read the universal visual

1

Frances Bernstein, The Dictatorship of Sex (Illinois, 2007), p. 184.

landscape gives a broader scope of presentations regarding women and sexuality. That being said, my
urban focus, partially a result of source limitations,
privileges literature and film. In looking at cultural
presentations of women and femininity both within and without the domestic sphere, it is clear that
the presented evidence cannot be termed a ‘sexual
revolution’. The beginning of the New Economic
Plan (NEP) in 1921 and the Cultural Revolution
1928 provide useful bookends for discussion. However, the period itself is anything but orderly with
regard to sex, insidious doubt, ambiguity and contradiction permeate the discourse, especially with
regard to the female body. It is perhaps because of
this that conflicting ideas of ‘sexual revolution’ reverberated throughout the cultural sphere. Often
in the same source, femininity and sexuality are
simultaneously degraded and venerated. The volume of cultural presentation dealing both implicitly and explicitly with anxiety about female identity
and sexuality in the new society indicates it as a
site of ideological anxiety. What is observed in Soviet cultural representations cannot be categorised
as ‘sexually revolutionary’ in the way the 1960s in
the West was. However, to account for more individualised and disparate instances of rebellious
ideas and behaviours, I put forward a new characterisation of the period as one of ‘sexual rebellion’.
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A new tide in the historiography
Investigation of Russian sexuality is a relatively new
field of inquiry. Restrictive characterisation of ‘sexual revolution’ and – more significantly – the hold of
Western theorisation (namely of Michel Foucault)
have been limiting factors. Foucault’s influence has
distorted the significance of Soviet state power in
the realm of sexuality. Application of his ‘modern
disciplinary regime’ to early Soviet society gives
the illusion of coherent, monolithic power which
underplays the agency of the Russian people and
denies the society’s inconsistency and uncertainty.2
In recent debate, the question of the applicability
of Western developed models and analysis to Russian history has been raised. This is spearheaded by
Laura Engelstein in her ‘Combined Underdevelopment’. Engelstein cites the failed development of liberalism as evidence for distinct Russian historical
progression. She suggests the rule of law in Russia
was critically stunted by conservatives and radicals
who discredited liberal notions. Engelstein, therefore suggests that Foucault’s model, developed with
reference to early-modern Western monarchies,
cannot be applied to Russia.3 Engelstein critiques
Foucault’s ‘mechanisms of control’ – something
also revised by Gregory Carleton in Sexual Revolution in Bolshevik Russia. Although neither historian
denies the existence of mechanisms of control, they
question their complete social domination and
suggest that it cannot be taken to have the same
effect or power as seen in the West. According to
Engelstein’s argument, Russian society represents
an overlapping of all Foucault’s modes of order:
the Polizeistaat with the moral codes of the Tsarist order armed with distinct mechanisms of control. Her argument can therefore be extrapolated

to suggest there was no ‘sexual revolution’ in
Russia due to the persistence of Tsarist moral
discourse combined with mechanisms of power. It is perhaps too soon to observe the impact
that post-modernist revisions will have on the
study of sexuality in Russia, yet it prompts reconsideration of solidified historical assumptions.
Engelstein’s argument is not without concern. Her assertion that the reign of power in
knowledge and discourse never came to Russia is
particularly significant. Existing scholarship, most
obviously Eric Naiman’s Sex in Public, is heavily influenced by The History of Sexuality and Foucauldian mechanisms of control.4 Naiman is particularly
occupied by the role of discourse in control. Engelstein dismisses a regime of power and knowledge in
Imperial Russia – but it is perhaps not her intention
to dismiss the power of discourse which Naiman is
so attached to in the Soviet context. For such a large
assertion, Engelstien leaves it conspicuously unexamined within her wider argument for Russian history’s unique path. It would seem short-sighted to
deny the power of discourse in the context of Soviet Russia. Carleton’s aim to complicate rather than
deny the completeness of the narrative represents
a more productive approach. Furthermore, Engelstein’s characterisation of Tsarist Russia as a liberal
failure is problematic.5 Debates of Russian liberalism are so far unconsidered in the context of control and sexuality.6 The argument of Russian Liberalism making headway before First World War
fighting would undermine Engelstein’s criticism of
Foucault. This gives foundation to the oversimplification criticism levied at Engelstein. She is charged
with idealising the West to illustrate failures in
the Russian example.7 Despite overlooking fin de
siècle international liberalism debates, reassertion

2
Laura Engelstien, ‘Combined Underdevelopment: Discipline and the Law in Imperial and Soviet Russia’, The American Historical
Review, 98 (1993), p. 343.
3
Engelstien, ‘Combined Underdevelopment., p. 344.
4
Eric Naiman, Sex in Public: The Incarnation of Early Soviet Ideology (Princeton, 1997), p. 4.
5
Engelstien, ‘Combined Underdevelopment’, p. 344.
6
Joseph Bradley, ‘Subjects into Citizens: Societies, Civil Society, and Autocracy in Tsarist Russia.’, American Historical Review, 107
(2002), p. 1096.
7
Rudy Koshar, ‘Foucault and Social History: Comments on ‘Combined Underdevelopment’’, The American Historical Review, 98
(1993), p. 358
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of Russian exceptionalism is ground-breaking.8 Engelstein does not advocate rejecting Foucault – her
work underlines need for amended theorisation.9
Foucault’s ‘modern disciplinary regime’ denotes
complete power, which is not something applicable
to a society where, especially with regard to sexuality, discourse is incoherent and fragmented. Asserting that the ‘invention of sexuality’ was a calculated
manoeuvre to ensure self-governance amongst the
population cannot be applied to the 1920s wherein
sexual discourse and representation follow disparate and sometimes subversive tracks.10 It is crucial
to consider Foucault’s impact in gender studies –
something perhaps neglected by Engelstein. His influence is tangible in ‘Gender: A Useful Category of
Historical Analysis’, particularly in the concept of
gender as “signifying relationships of power”.11 By
historicising sexuality Foucault paved the way for
Joan Scott’s rejection of the fixed quality of binary
opposition between the genders.12 Considerations
of how increased sexual discourse during this period impacted the historical construction and destruction of gendered identity is crucial in examination of presentations of femininity and changes
in perceptions of sex. The idea that the history of
sexuality can only ever be a story of power, holds
much credence, but it is what form and what coherence this power holds that is so much questioned.
A difficulty with ‘sexual revolution’ is establishing a point from where ‘revolution’ completely
transforms sexual mores. In the Russian context
this is something regularly neglected. Identification of a point of repression is insufficient – it is
further necessary to diagnose the repressed. To add
further complication, contemporary views of these
subjective elements are potentially opposed to each
other and the historian. This is crucial to consider when reading literature and visual sources due
to wide variance in diagnoses of oppression. With

regards to cultural representations of women, despite the cacophony of voices, a constant emerges
in the continual condemnation of femininity as
polluting and dangerous for the new socialist utopia. ‘Sexual revolution’ was a term used by contemporaries of the 1920s; the term varied subtly in
meaning across the world. American ideas of sexual revolution were influenced by pseudo-Freudian theory which encouraged the expression of
repressed sexuality, whereas the Russian conception is more associated with class narratives.13 Similarly, Western concerns of an increased female
work-force was seemingly more significant than
in Russia where there was already a numerically
significant female work-force and the cult domesticity was less opaque.14 Female emancipation, as a
key element of ‘sexual revolution’, followed a distinct progression in Soviet Russia. Encouragement
of women into heavy industry had a huge cultural reverberation.15 Distinct female issues had the
potential to weaken working class hegemony and
the coherence of a proletarian identity.16 This is
perhaps a significant factor in debasement of femininity and the continued marginalisation of female
experience in cultural representation. The strong
denial of femininity in cultural discourse, does not
find a Western comparison. The prioritisation of a
class consciousness, over a female one, is a major
limitation to ideas of ‘sexual revolution’ in Russia
where a viable feminist movement, such as those
in the West, was unable to form. Such differences
simply in the way the term ‘sexual revolution’ yields
meaning highlights a major issue with its analytical
use. For historical study it would seem productive
to postulate a new term, one of sexual rebellion. As
a new term it has the benefit of sidestepping geographical and historical disparity. More significantly, rebellion over revolution has has connotations
of an incomplete, surface and fractured change.
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Especially with regard to representing women’s
experiences, this is a more productive term to explain cultural currents in the early Soviet period.

Presentations of ‘sexual revolution’ inside the domestic sphere
Work which questions Foucauldian models has
begun to also examine the applicability of separate spheres to the Russian context.17 However, for
the purposes of presentations of sexuality, especially when focussed on the female experience, to
delineate between spheres is productive. Not only
to show a degree of continuity across the revolutionary divide within the domestic sphere but to illustrate the double damnation of women. Accused
of backwardness in the domestic sphere and denied their femininity outside the domestic sphere.
Attitudes to maternalism in both literature
and visual sources reveal anxieties about women being polluting. Distrust of backwards women who were inextricably tied to the Soviet future
through their maternity leads to their condemnation on both fronts. It has been suggested that
the revolutionary mother is one of the few positive female character tropes of the NEP era; this is
overly simplistic.18 A surface positive portrayal of
motherhood is illustrated in the female protagonist
of Cement, Dasha. She places her daughter in the
Children’s Home, but remains affectionate: “She
lifted Nurka in her arms… This was the old Dasha
again.”.19 Her emotions are explicitly linked to the
pre-revolutionary past; her husband observes in
her a likeness to her “old” self. It is only upon Nurka’s death that Dasha is fully transformed, her link
to the past destroyed. Nurka presents her weakness: her sickness nearly causes Dasha to betray

her dedication to the Revolution. Upon Nurka’s
death, Dasha’s maternal love becomes collective
love as she embodies the metaphor of Mother
Russia.20 Transformation is a common trope of
Soviet Realist fiction, expressed at the moment
of Nurka’s death Dasha: “realised there was another, more powerful love than a mother’s for
her child”.21 Such articulation likely is Gladkov
expressing not only anxieties about the dismantling of the family unit, but anxieties about maternity eclipsing the primacy of revolutionary zeal.
Despite efforts to move childbirth into
the realm of science, the persistence of female reproduction as a site of mystery contributed to the
distrust of motherhood. Medical texts perpetuated visions of mysterious and even sinister reproductive workings.22 It was suggested menstruation
was the result of capitalist influence on the female
body, rather than having an annual ‘fertility period’, women bled monthly due to male conditioning.23 Vasilisa Mulygina, communicates such revulsion at menstruation. It is explicitly linked to Nina
Konstantinovna, Vasilisa’s petit-bourgeoise and
feminine love rival. Vasilisa is too thin and anaemic to menstruate, removing her from association
with the capitalist pollution in her own body. In
the original Russian, anaemic means a literal lack
of blood furthering Vasilisa’s bodily dissociation
from capitalist functioning.24 Upon falling pregnant, she is presented as possessing a collective
love much like Dasha in her support for communal childcare: “What do you mean I’m all on my
own?... we’ll set up a crèche”.25 Vasilisa’s pregnancy
is completely omitted, perhaps due to the concerns
that cloak motherhood – the eclipsing potential of
motherly affection and the fear of female reproductive organs. The paradoxical incompatibility
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of mother and child is presented in Women of
Ryazan. The character Anna is raped by her husband’s father and falls pregnant; her husband’s
subsequent rejection of her and her child results
in climatic suicide. Again, a mother’s association
with her child links them both to a backwards past.
The heroine of the film, Vasilisa, the embodiment
of the ideal Soviet woman, removes the child from
this ‘past’ and takes them to her newly constructed
Children’s Home. The parallel between the Children’s Home which was built from a decaying country estate, and removing the child, the metaphorical future, from these people is clear. The seeming
necessity of splitting mother and child is indicative
of discomfort with maternalistic instincts as threatening to collectivist mentality. Presentations of
maternity express anxiety about the polluting potential of mothers, spoiling the embodiment of the
future. The consistency on the theme of maternity
across visual culture and between disparate literary genres indicates its anxious cultural resonance.
Perhaps even more culturally significant
than maternalism were ideas of the destruction of
the family. As has been articulated, the family was inherently female. Despite female emancipation being
linked to the destruction of the family, anti-family
rhetoric led to degradation of femininity within the
cultural sphere.26 The NEP era saw a weakening of
the family throughout discourse – such backdrop is
central to the male collective as a pseudo-family alternative.27 Alexander Blok’s 1918 poem The Twelve
illustrates the harmony of a male regiment momentarily derailed by the ideologically dubious Katka.
She is murdered accidentally by her lover: “But
where is Katka?... A bullet hole clean through her
head!”.28 Her death emphasises the incompatibility
of women with the male collective and ultimately

with the Civil War period.29 The degradation of her
body, left to “Lie in the snowdrift then, like dung!”
whilst “Onward the twelve advance,” dehumanises
Katka, a mere ideological hindrance to the ‘twelve’.30
Blok’s poem is contemporary to the violence of
the Civil War and perhaps explains such specific
emphasis on masculine comradeship. Dog Alley
provides a NEP era comparison l to Blok’s poem.
The tragic heroine Vera mirrors Katka’s promiscuity and most significantly her death at the hands
of her former lover, Burov.31 However, upon Vera’s
death there is only suffering and solitude as Burov
commits suicide and Khorokhorin’s failed attempt
to take his own life leads to self-imposed isolation
in Siberia.32 The tale is void of redemption in the
form of the male collective, indicating a shift in
its importance by 1927, a result of the increasingly distant masculinised utopia. Lev Gumilevsky as
a Young Guardist was concerned with portraying
‘sexual realism’. Although Dog Alley was misinterpreted by contemporary criticism, it clearly is condemnatory of the behaviour it describes.33 Methodological differences between Blok and Gumilevsky
explain the discrepancy between their respective
endings. Gumilevsky’s dark realism was felt to represent a greater creative maturity than the heroes
of The Twelve. Bed and Sofa presents an image of
male companionship as eclipsing marital relationships. Unlike The Twelve, it is not clear who is condemned and who celebrated in Room’s ambiguous
and much criticised ending.34 In Bed and Sofa, Liuda does appear emancipated with the destruction
of her unorthodox family unit. However, this is not
before she is marginalised by the increasingly strong
companionship between her two husbands. Presentations of the male collective as a family alternative do not have a strong female equivalent: women
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are marginalised for sake of masculine cohesion.
The onus for transformation was solely on women, which degrades the female position and makes
such transformation problematic. This is evidenced
by cultural presentations of death and isolation
as opposed to co-option into masculine groups.
Presentations of unorthodox marriage sit
uncomfortably in the Soviet rhetoric of familial
destruction. The majority of such representations
are characterised by emotional callousness. This is
perhaps a result of anxiety surrounding perceived
sexual licence following weakening of family values and the subsequent acceptability of unregistered marriage. The reoccurrence of unorthodox
marriage themes in Soviet culture is indicative of
its resonance. Black Fritters exemplifies Romanov’s
characteristic emotional reservation and lack of authorial voice. The narrative follows rural wife Katerina who comes to the city to confront her husband,
who she believes to be having an affair. The surprising mutual respect articulated between the two
women, at the exclusion of their husband, is warmer
than either of the women’s relationships with him.35
Superficially, the story appears to be in favour of
such unconventional relationships, as events pass
without scandal, however the pervasive tension between Andrei and Katerina complicates this. The
story is typical of Romanov who was condemned
for a failure to be didactic. As a writer, he frustrated
critics: where Romanov saw encouragement of interpretive readership, they saw abandonment.36 Romanov’s famed Without Cherry Blossoms, published
in 1926 in the Young Guard, situated him firmly as
a Young Guardist. This indicates the purpose of his
literature was to be provocative, exploring a darker
side of experience not because he was pessimistic
but because this was his perceived reality.37 Black
Fritters maintains an air of sexual conservatism as
none of the relationships are overtly sexual. Kollontai’s infamous Three Generations appears the antithesis of such conservatism. However the almost
dystopian presentation of free love is indicated

by emotional detachment of the character Zhenya. It is significant that such portrayal comes from
Kollontai – this short story is distinct from her
other more moralising literature. The book’s ambiguity is similar to Romanov’s, the story mostly
being told in letter form, asking for advice which
is never given. The absence of a moralising ending aids the understanding of the cultural impact
Three Generations had, and the intense fear it incited in Soviet authorities.38 Naiman argues Kollontai is implicitly sexually conservative in Vasilisa
Mulygina, as she condemns overt femininity. It is
plausible that Three Generations is also somewhat
conservative and Kollontai is repulsed by the emotional detachment of this new generation. Drafts of
her memoirs reveal her life appears to have some
similarities with the character Olga, representative
of the second generation who do not understand
the actions of their children.39 However, Naiman’s
reading of Make Way for Winged Eros which deals
with similar subject matter to Three Generations
as “reductive and puritanical” denies Kollontai’s
ground-breaking significance.40 Kollontai’s endorsement of free love within limits must be placed
in its 1920s context wherein her speech brought the
concept out from the shadows of bohemianism.
Whether or not she personally endorsed the practices of Zhenya is insignificant compared to her
impact in driving notions of free love and unorthodox marriage into the mainstream of early Soviet
cultural development. The unease and inconsistency in representations of unorthodox marriage
is perhaps characteristic of the incompatibility of
underlying – perhaps even subconscious – sexual
conservatism with progressive policy and ideas.
With regard to a presentations of a ‘sexual
revolution’ within the domestic sphere, a great deal
of continuity can be observed in the form of women’s
continued marginal status. Sexually ‘revolutionary’
ideas combined with the fundamental anxiety of
the NEP-era can be seen to have produced the unintended effects of fundamentally degrading rather
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than uplifting feminine spaces and behaviours. This
said, the surface discussion of these ideas, even if
short lived and with questionable motivation, indicates the existence of some sexually rebellious
units, particularly amongst the youth (as articulated by Kollontai). It is significant that the youth
represent these sexual rebels as they are most likely to be presented outside of the domestic sphere.

Presentations of ‘sexual revolution’ outside the domestic sphere
Outside the domestic sphere, presentations of
women have less association with sexual conservatism, as this is rooted in the home. However, NEP anxieties were more explicitly projected
onto femininity. Solidification of the workforce
as a masculine entity can be seen to combine with
continued degradation of all things feminine due
to both the perceived female ‘backward’ ideological taint as and their sexually destabilising potential. It is in this more masculine sphere where
uneasy relationships between communism and
feminism are obviously articulated within culture.
A somewhat contradictory image of the
women as a victim of male conditioning, but still
condemned as ideological seductresses, emerges
in visual and literary presentations. Despite prominent beliefs that backwards women were a male
capitalist creation, this was the extent of their victimisation; they were thought to have become monstrous in their vengeful seduction of men.41 The
development of male defined femininity was felt
to have solidified with each generation leading to
naturalisation of men desiring obvious femininity.42 Male attraction to femininity – the embodiment of backwardness – represented significant

ideological weakness. Women throughout cultural
representations are blamed for their weakness or
incomplete ideological transformations. Klasha,
The Komsomol Girl explicitly deals with this theme.
Klasha’s character is known for her feminine beauty: “In front of us was a terribly pretty, well-dressed
girl with a plaited braid, and in it a bow that
bounced like some kind of butterfly”.43 At a Komsomol meeting she is berated by secretary Dmitruk as a carrier of “petite-bourgeois ideology”.44
However, upon renouncing her feminine trappings
she becomes ‘a man in a skirt’, no longer of interest
to the communist boys.45 The charge of hypocrisy is clear: “even our renowned secretary Dmitruk altogether favours a certain girl among them”,
referring to more feminine women.46 Despite the
hypocrisy of Dmitruk, Kartashov does not engender sympathy for Klasha. The ease with which she
is able to shed her problematic femininity perpetuates the idea that female weakness above all has
caused their incomplete ideological transformation. Naiman argues that intense fear of women’s
power of ideological seduction was perpetrated by
belief that women were angry at men for their continual degradation.47 Certainly articulation of this
can be found in the examples he proposes. Most
clearly The Devil's Wheel where the link between
attraction to women and involvement in the past
is articulated in the narrative and repeated clock
motif.48 However, The Devil’s Wheel, like much
of early Soviet avant garde cinema, was a critical
flop. Prostitute Killed By Life, a more commercially
successful film, presents a woman, victim of gross
exploitation, saved primarily by her model Komsomol boyfriend. The existence of the two opposing
narratives screening only a year apart is indicative
of the contradictory nature of woman both as a victim and an ideological threat. The common cultural
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solution appears to have been separation of women and femininity, idealising a de-sexed masculine woman who posed less threat whilst simultaneously perpetuating the misogyny of society.
Concerns that the socialist utopia, imagined
during the Civil War, was becoming increasingly
distant can be seen to manifest in literature as hatred of the female form. “Revolutionary Anorexia”,
a problematic term coined by Naiman, is used to
describe a perceived cultural hatred of the female
body.49 Although Naiman’s fleeting definition of
anorexia does aptly describe an increasingly emaciated feminine ideal in early Soviet literature, he
fails to consider the nuance of the term and is painfully simplistic in his discussion of an “adolescent
female” disease.50 Aside from the problems of his
terminology, the idea that fanatical concern with
excess translated to food and sex was prevalent in
early Soviet culture. The two are closely associated
and seen in the opening scenes of Prostitute as shots
cut between women’s legs and men eating. With
regard to femininity the emphasis seems to be on
communicating ideological purity through being
thin rather than necessarily abstaining completely
from sex. The denial of female secondary sex characteristics is perhaps the ultimate expression of the
distain for femininity is visible throughout Soviet
culture. Kollontai opens Vasilisa Mulygina with description of Vasilisa as “thin and under nourished
looking you might…have taken her for a boy”.51
Similarly, Sisters and Black Fritters describe communist women as perceivably thin. Naiman’s characterisation of this as a solely female phenomenon
overlooks instances where ideological purity in
men is linked with physical scrawniness. Bed and
Sofa highlights Volodia’s skinny fame alongside his
dynamism at Rabochaia gazeta.52 For women, being thin served a double function not only demonstrating a denial of excess in eating and therefore an
implicitly superior dedication to socialism, but also
a denial of their overt femininity. Complicating
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this idea of “revolutionary anorexia” as a female
concern further dissolves Naiman’s term. Presentations of thin women as ideologically pure
cannot be seen in visual culture, casting doubt
upon how pervasive the link between body and
ideology was – perhaps more a preoccupation of
soviet intellectuals. Despite not permeating cinema in this form, female transformation associated with a denial of secondary sex characteristics is a repeated motif and further expression
of hatred, distrust and fear of the female body.
Sexuality as a destabilising force is linked to
distrust of femininity; it is presented as needing to
be controlled for the sake of the youth and the future
of communism. Female sexuality represents the
culmination of utopian anxieties of pollution: links
to the past, potential for disease and vulnerability
to penetration. Penetrative vulnerability is articulated in the violence toward women across cultural
mediums. Presentations of female rape and vulnerability served as metaphorical articulation of their
status as a weak point in utopian ideology. Women
who are presented as politically unaware in popular culture are often presented as victims of rape.
Cement articulates the shocking rape of the character Polya. Dasha and Polya are attacked by the same
assailant, however Dasha is strong enough to fight
the attacker off where Polya is unsuccessful. Gladkov’s presentation of the rape scene is significant in
its justification as result of Polya’s own political and
moral weakness.53 The frequency with which works
of literature or cinema deal with rape suggests the
depth of anxieties of female vulnerability both ideologically and sexually. In light of this, cultural
presentations of prostitutes as victims are surprising. However, they lack agency, characterising a social problem rather than a woman.54 Liubka articulates this in Prostitute, as she passes haphazardly
from one abuser to the next. Although it is through
fellow prostitute Manka that she gains work, her
boyfriend Shura is responsible for her ideological
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awakening: “Write, Liuba… to the government
court… A petition”. The scene juxtaposes Shura’s
activity with Liubka’s passivity underlining her lack
of agency. Prostitute draws pointed distinction between current attitudes to prostitution and those
of the pre-revolutionary period. Manka recalls her
pitiful experience: “Medical examination each Saturday…Pursued”. The film cuts to prostitutes being
chased and hiding behind trees, recalling imagery
of hunting prey. Such image of women as prey, finds
parallel in The Twelve where Katka is preyed upon
by men soliciting, but ultimately is seen as a disposable ideological taint. The men she sleeps with
are seen as polluting her with bourgeois influence,
something she pays the price for.55 The ambiguous
position of prostitutes in Soviet culture is presented in Kollontai’s Sisters wherein the main character
encounters two disparate types of prostitute. The
first is denied characterisation beyond ‘rouged and
drunken, an unmistakable type’ suggesting her
makeup and drinking are enough to condemn her
as ideologically unsalvageable.56 In comparison, the
second prostitute, a ‘tall, slender woman’ is not so
quickly judged; her ‘slender’ body is understood
as representative of ideological purity.57 This explicitly indicates the distinction between the type
of prostitute who is deserving of sympathy. Even
in Kollontai’s short story, the worthy prostitute is
denied agency in that she is saved by the woman
retelling her experience. The relative tolerance of
prostitutes deemed ‘worthy’ is perhaps a hangover
from Russian literary tradition which is characteristically tolerant of fallen women.58 The distinction between presentation of prostitution in The
Twelve and that of the NEP era reveals a greater
degree of tolerance in terms of victimisation, however this is undermined by denial of agency again
contributing to the uneasy relationship of sexual
conservatism alongside more progressive voices.
The most obvious realm of female

marginalisation in Soviet culture is the masculinised sphere of work. The first representation of the
female worker appeared in 1920 (see Figure 1) as
assistant to the male blacksmith.59 Even though
styled after the men with muscular forearms, her
figure is marginalised as the only woman presented. The depiction is particularly significant as
women did not work in hot shops, even as assistants. The image was likely intended to be an allegorical representative of the female role helping
man forge the new socialist world.60 Women of
Ryazan presents a late example of the female blacksmith’s assistant image (the image had lost vogue
by the NEP era). Vasilisa’s character is the heroine
of the film, where she has to overcome her father
to marry her love, the blacksmith. Scenes present
two characters working in the hot shop despite being shunned by their neighbours. Vasilisa’s character demonstrates physical strength and emotional
resilience in her husband’s presence and when he
leaves to fight in World War One. It is plausible
that the film, much like Figure 1, intended to underline heroic status as derived from her husband’s
blacksmithing. Since Vasilisa is stronger than her
husband it is more persuasive to suggest that she
draws heroism more broadly from association with
blacksmithing as representation of forging the future, something Vasilisa’s character is continually
associated with However, even Vasilisa is not able
to remain in the masculine sphere: after the revolution she is moved to a more traditionally feminine
role in building the new Children’s Home. Vasilisa
is physically akin to masculinised women in poster
art (see Figure 2), both the antithesis of the ideologically aware emaciated woman of literary representations. This perhaps is indicative of a wider
split in culture, in the quest for realism ‘posterism’
was condemned by Young Guardists in literature
and ‘new’ directors, in Soviet cinema as culturally
immature.61 However, the commercial success of
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Women of Ryazan, especially over films favoured
by ‘new’ directors is indicative of a gulf between
truly popular culture and Soviet intellectual culture.62 Presentations denying female secondary
sex characteristics in representations on both
sides of the cultural debate seems indicative of the
reality that female ‘emancipation’ was not from
oppression, but condemned overt femininity.

with pre-revolutionary attitudes apparent in the
domestic sphere and more outright degradation
of femininity apparent outside of it. Such pervasive
distrust of femininity across Soviet cultural debates
and throughout the decade encourages us to question categorisation as a period of tolerance and
‘sexual revolution’. Uneasy coexistence emerges
between underlying sexual conservatism and permissive ideas which contributes not only to expression in a hatred of femininity, but also some of the
cultural paradoxes of the period such as the forced
masculinisation of women who wished to be emancipated. To account for such permissive ideas I suggest the term ‘sexual rebellion’, although the 1930s
prove rebels unsuccessful, the ground-breaking nature of their articulation of ideas of sex and female
agency in mainstream 1920s culture cannot be overlooked. Rebellion seems best placed to indicate the
disorganisation of Soviet culture during the formative years of the 1920s, thoroughly revising the perceptions of monolithic state power and hegemony.

Figure 1- Dmitrii Moor, May Day: All
Russian Voluntary Work Day (1920).

Literary and visual presentations of female
experiences cannot be seen to present a ‘sexual revolution’. Both inside and out of the domestic sphere
femininity is degraded, distrusted and condemned.
The result of such cultural distaste for femininity is the forced transformation of women, rather
than men, to fit the new socialist society. Although
there are cases where women (as separate from
their femininity) are uplifted, there is always a caveat limiting any truly revolutionary feeling about
the female position. Nuance can be observed between presentations of women inside and outside
of the domestic sphere: there is more continuity

Figure 2- Adolf Strakhov, Emancipated Women
Build Communism (1926).
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Defence of the Seigneurial Social
Contract: Who Rebelled in the Jacquerie of
1358, and Why?

Henry Kilding

W

hen looking at rebellion or revolution motivated by a failure to uphold
or to endorse political rights, many
will jump straight to the French Revolution. Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man instantly resonates, and we
think of the Bourbon failings to safeguard the natural rights of its peoples. We posit ideas of breached
social contract forwarded by Hobbes or Rousseau
yet perhaps a French predecessor can be found in
the middle ages. The Jacquerie of 1358, a peasant
revolt against the failings of their governors, offers
an interesting lens to understand responses to a
breach of social contract predating the Enlightenment. Although not acting to assert political liberties in the sense of 1789, the Jacques were responding similarly to failings to uphold their rights in the
seigneurial relationship fundamental to feudalism.
During the Hundred Years War, the nobility had
failed on their part of what can be seen as a seigneurial social contract. In this system, the peasantry had surrendered a number of their freedoms
in return for protection by their governing lords,
yet in many areas that protection failed to materialise. This essay will attempt to set out who the
Jacques were and why they rebelled in a medieval
attempt to re-assert their rights. Through doing so
I hope to showcase how the Jacquerie was more
sophisticated than an explosive attempt at mindless class warfare instead being an organised and
targeted response to compromised feudal rights.

The Jacques have been the subject of uncertainty for many decades now, both in who they
were and why they launched a wave of violence
against the nobles of the Beauvaisis region. An area
just north of Paris, the Beauvasis was wealthy, and
peasants had suffered comparatively little to many
compatriots in the chaos of the Hundred Years
War. Thus, many scholars have tried to decipher
what motivated such an eruption. One school of
thought, coming from Cazelles and Bessen, is this
was a co-opted rebellion between Etienne Marcel’s
Paris, Charles of Navarre and his partisans, and
rustics who were more artisan and bourgeois than
labourers.1 This essay argues against this position,
attempting to present a simpler explanation. Firstly,
the composition of the rebels was undoubtedly rural
with the majority being labourers, exemplified by
remission letter samples.2 They were not bourgeois,
the remission letters and chronicles alike refer to
the “non nobles” as “men of the plains”. Additionally, we cannot count the external Navarrese and
Parisian actors as Jacques, they were simply trying
to use the rebellion to their advantage to disrupt
Valois authority. Moreover, these rural peasants did
not rebel in some mindless act of class war. They
rebelled out of fear of pillaging, brigandage and aggressive lordship from a nobility that had corrupted
its seigneurial role of protector in favour of political
gain and betrayal. Sparked by increased militarism
in the area, rural peasants were left exposed and

R. Cazelles, ‘The Jacquerie’, in The English Rising of 1381, R.H. Hilton and T. H. Aston (eds.), (Cambridge, 1984), p. 83;
D.M. Bessen, “The Jacquerie: class war or co-opted rebellion?” Journal of Medieval History, 11, (1985), p. 56.
2
D. Aiton, ‘The Jacquerie of 1358: “Shame on him who allows them to live!”’ Ph.D dss, University of Glasgow, 2007 (From Tutor),
p. 153.
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thus organised themselves to attack what embodied their fears: the nobility and their fortified centres of power. The nobles had failed to protect the
rights of their peoples, forfeiting their lordly privileges and through village assemblies, it was decided
that resistance to current convention had to occur.
The Jacques of the Jacquerie were rural and
the bulk of participants were labouring agriculturists. The identifier Jacques Bonhomme, literally
meant peasants.3 Inhabiting the Beauvaisis region
meant they were generally some of the wealthiest
peasants in France. These agriculturists had developed greater economic independence and witnessed declining seigneurial dominance in years
prior.4 Understanding the Jacques as a wealthier
group of agricultural peasants is crucial to showing they were rural labourers rather than the bourgeois, rustic artisans that Cazelles speaks of.5 With
greater independence and more valuable land these
peasants had more to lose in the face of a militaristic
noble presence and seigneurial betrayal.6 Ultimately, it is clear the Jacques were likely to be agriculturists as an encroaching soldiery put their livelihood
at more risk than any other profession, through
threatening provisions, harvests and property.
Remission letters are essential to discovering who rebelled. They demonstrate both evidence and issues that affirm rural peasant labourers as the bulk of the Jacques. Cazelles’ argument
for the Jacques being artisans rests on these same
primary sources. He states the term ‘homme de
labour’ used generally refers to manual labourers, with the majority being “shoemakers, coopers, masons, sellers of eggs, poultry and cheese,
butchers, cartwrights”, an artisan Jacquerie.7 Yet,
this is a major oversight. Evidence against this position can be found in the same remission letters.
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Using the example of ‘Remission granted to Hue
of Sailleville’, there is reference to the Jacques as,
“people of the plain”, suggesting contemporaries
saw the rebels as coming from the fields.8 Moreover, Froissart in his chronicles regularly refers to
them as “rustics” giving the impression, alongside
the remission letters, that the overwhelming feeling
of contemporaries was association with agriculturists.9 Cazelles’ argument makes a further oversight
in its failings to take account of who could purchase
remission letters. Remissions were expensive and
issued only on renown, prestige, or land.10 Thus, it
is obvious richer peasants were more likely to comprise a lot of those listed, disregarding all those that
could not attain one. Even then, in samples taken of
recipients 82.5% listed no occupation, and the next
largest group were listed as rural labourers at 8.6%11.
Demonstrated is a substantial leap to conclude the
Jacques were artisans when there is so much ambiguity in contemporary listings of their composition.
We have established that the Jacques were
primarily peasant agriculturalists, yet, we must
also dispel Bessen’s theory of co-opted rebellion
to understand who it was that rebelled. Bessen
argues the participants of the Jacquerie included
Etienne Marcel and Charles of Navarre alongside
their respective supporters. Asserted is a co-opted rebellion that utilised the Jacquerie in order to
disrupt Valois strategy.12 This position is problematic as Bessen assumes the peasants needed noble
leaders to revolt. This is incorrect - the Jacquerie
was an independent movement shown by its primary leader Guillaume Cale, himself a peasant.
More so, remission letters show no clear signals
that the Jacques were ever positive to towns folk,
instead favouring a distinctly rural movement.13
The Jacques did receive support from towns like

G. Small, Late Medieval France, (Basingstoke, 2009), p. 73.
Ibid, p. 75.
5
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Amiens, Rouen, and Clermont and aid from Etienne Marcel, but they had different objectives.
Rebellion took different forms in separate villages
working locally towards distinct ends. The Jacquerie didn’t have one unifying target, Parisians and
Navarrese saw it as strategic, whereas the Jacques
saw it as a defence of their rights.14 The external
forces of Paris and Navarre simply used it to their
advantage and cannot be considered Jacques. This
is evidenced in how Charles of Navarre turned
brutally on the Jacques, massacuring them at Mello
once they had forgone their use to him. Moreover,
a ‘Letter from Etienne Marcel to the Communes
of Picardy and Flanders’ demonstrates how he was
quick to distance himself once the Jacques had
outgrown their use to him. Marcel writes, “may it
please you to know that these matters in the Beauvaisis were done without our knowledge or will.”15
We cannot term Parisian and Navarrese actors as
Jacques, they simply used a distinctly rural movement to further their personal political aims when
feasible. Meanwhile the real peasant perpetrators pursued a response to a lapse in their feudal
rights, absent of the greater politics of the realm.
Fundamentally, the rural peasants of the
Beauvaisis rebelled due to dissatisfaction with the
state of the nobility and its role as seigneurial protector. As aforementioned, the agriculturist peasants of the region were some of the wealthiest and
most independent in France. Thus, they had come
to fear the ability of an armed nobility to disrupt
their good fortune. Traditionally the role of castles
and men at arms was to protect peasants through
the seigneurial relationship. Yet. after seeing cases
of the soldiery pillage for provisions they became
a source of fear. As Small writes, “the lay aristocracy was less relevant to agriculturists as landowners and natural protectors, but more threatening
to them as members of a military class which was
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beginning to seriously damage their fortunes”.16
The Jacques finally rebelled when they
thought this fear was being materialised after the
Dauphin stationed a number of garrisons to control the Oise valley. Large numbers of soldiers in
the employ of the French Crown were attempting
to live off the countryside, sparking revolt over use
of peasant property.17 The Jacques identified the nobility as failing to protect them from soldiers who
they allied with instead.18 The aristocracy became
the embodiment of fears of pillaging and brigandage so naturally was the identifiable enemy.19
Fears from the peasants truly set in when
knights of the region were ordered to provision fortresses. To do this they had to take supplies from
peasants, affirming the threat to the fortunes of agriculturists. This prompted an attack against the nobles and castles that embodied this threat. The work
of the chronicler Jean de Venette records, “Thus,
these peasants were mortified that the knights who
were supposed to protect them had decided to seize
their property. For this reason, the peasants rose
up with prodigious force and charged against the
knights and all the nobles, even their own lands.”20
Nobles were supposed to protect their peoples in
their seigneurial capacity but failed. There was already dissatisfaction with the military function of
nobles after failings at Crecy and Poitiers.21 Thus,
rebellion was easily sparked upon further witnessing betrayal and abuse.22 It was not just a violent
class war against nobility though, shown by the
lack of attacks on ecclesiastical nobles. The reasoning was to attack lay nobles who had breached their
seigneurial role and had fallen into corruption. The
seigneurial contract between lord and peasant had
been consistently violated, ultimately prompting
agriculturists to justify rebellion against a governing force that failed to safeguard their rights.
The Jacquerie’s organisation offers another
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window of understanding why it occurred. Resistance to the soldiery had already begun to form
militarisation out of fears of pillaging.23 This militarisation led to organisation at the village level,
being led by local people rather than outside agitators sent by Etienne Marcel. Sources show peasants
engaging with politics, forming village assemblies
and alliances, electing leaders and defending their
rights by attacking class superiors who had betrayed them.24 A Remission letter granted to Jean
Morel, curate of Blacy states, “commoners of the
villages of the plains of Perthois recently organised
many assemblies in various places to knock down
and burn the houses of nobles”.25 The planning
that went into the rebellion only signifies further
that it was a stand against the state of lordship. Organisation was further carried out in the form of
militaristic structure, shown by Guillaume Cale
leading 5,000 men organised into units with banners and lieutenants.26 These patterns of peasant
organisation show that this wasn’t some spontaneous violent eruption but was in service to a clear
purpose: revolt to defend agricultural peasants
from an encroaching militaristic nobility that they
had begun to fear, violating feudal social contract.
To conclude, those who rebelled in the Jacquerie were agriculturist peasants who had come
to fear a nobility they identified as a threat to their
fortunes. The composition of the Jacques was most
likely agriculturist, as this group had the most to
fear in the face of encroaching soldiery. It was not
a co-opted rebellion orchestrated between Parisian,
Navarrese, and bourgeoisie peasants. Instead, the
Jacquerie was an independent campaign launched
by villages against the state of the seigneurial role
of nobles. Remission letters and chronicle evidence
points to the rebels being “men of the plain” who
rebelled violently after the politics of the region
brought an unaccountable soldiery into an already
fearful peasant worldview. The result was an uprising as an outlet of anger at the failures of aristocratic
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protectors and an attempt to reassert the peasant
position in the social contract of seigneurial politics.
The Jacquerie then can perhaps be seen as a medieval predecessor to the French Revolution through
observing it as a response to governing powers that
abused medieval proto-liberties, met fundamentally by a concerted attempt to uphold peasant rights.
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‘Is It a Rebellion? – No, Your Majesty, It Is Climate!’
The Climatic Origins of the French Revolution and
Its Historical Approach.

Noé Bertie Royer

I

t is said that, in the beginning of the
French Revolution, King Louis XVI,
hearing noises in front of his palace
on the 14 July 1789, asked the Duke François XII
de la Rochefoucauld, ‘Is it a rebellion?’. It is also
said that the Duke answered, ‘No, your Majesty, it
is a revolution’. The French political class still use
this now famous interaction to claim the heritage
of the French Revolution. This event is considered
as the foundation of the French people and of the
French nation; this is especially true for left-wing
politicians, as conservatives prefer to consider the
birth of the French nation as the baptism of Clovis, first king of the Franks or refer to the Gauls.1
I propose in this paper an alternative answer from
the Duke de la Rochefoucauld, and another answer
to the question of the origins of the French Revolution: ‘No, your Majesty, it is climate!’. I argue
that climate, as the cause of scarcity in seventeenth
and eighteenth century France, was a major factor
in the beginning of the French Revolution - considered as the series of events that happened in
France since the summoning of the Estates General by King Louis XVI. I do not consider a date for
the end of the Revolution, as I am only interested
in the causes, and refer to Furet’s work for these
questions.2 I then review the historical approach of

these origins to discuss the place of climate in
the numerous historic works on the French Revolution, being the foundation of French nation. Finally, I discuss the method which history should adopt in our present, marked, as it is,
by the Anthropocene: a longue durée history.
1. How weather led France to Revolution: ‘It’s
the climate, stupid’.
Eighteenth century France obviously already knew
the link between likely civil wars and scarcity. An
important civil war occurred a century before the
French Revolution, during the childhood of King
Louis XIV, a troubled era known as the Fronde
(meaning, the Revolt). The young Sun King discovered then the complexity of ruling, with political and economic instability in the country (especially a revolt of some nobles; princes, dukes and
counts that incapacitated the State), and the fear of
a deep civil war that could lead to the end of the
Bourbon dynasty. The Fronde was induced by bad
harvests caused by a ‘the Little Ice Age’, which,
as one would rightly presume, irritates the people.3 This is the first affirmation of the influence
of climate on harvests (Parker talks about ‘blocked
climate’ that produces prolonged precipitation

1
Ernest Lavisse, Histoire de France : cours élémentaire, (Armand Colin: Paris, 2013); Jean-Luc Mélenchon, ‘Ce n’est pas une
révolte, Sire, c’est une révolution !’, Jean-Luc Mélenchon, (2018), available at: <https://melenchon.fr/2018/12/03/ce-nest-pas-unerevolte-sire-cest-une-revolution/> [accessed 15 November 2020].
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François Furet, Penser la Révolution française, (Gallimard: Paris, 1985).
3
Geoffrey Parker, Global Crisis: War, Climate Change and Catastrophe in the Seventeenth Century, (Yale University Press: New
Haven, 2013), . p. 309;
Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, ‘Considérations sur le climat’, Annales des Mines - Responsabilité et environnement, Vol. 56, no. 4,
2009, pp. 9–13.
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or drought), and of harvests on the stability of the
political regime. French statesmen knew it well, as
thirteen famines occurred in the sixteenth century,
and eleven in the seventeenth. So, the supply of
food to the population was a major condition of
the stability of the regime. In order to avoid any
starvation that could anger the good people of
France and make them think of a small, medium
or large gathering, that is a revolt, the State sought
to ensure that everyone had enough to eat properly (or at least that people weren’t famished and
that they were efficiently controlled by lords).4 For
example, the food supply of Paris was a concern
both of the king, the parliament, the Châtelet (i.e.
the judiciary power of the Ancien Régime) and the
town hall that all created laws and regulations on
commercial, sanitary, fiscal and customs issues,
as Paris’s food supply came from all of France
and abroad and trade routes needed to be safe.5
Moving forward, I propose to remind the
reader of the climatic and farming situation of
France in 1788. Since the end of 1787, the weather
had been awful, this was followed by heatwaves in
the spring and hail on the 13th of July 1788. This
explains the terrible national harvest of 1788.6 Of
course, the situation didn’t markedly improve between 1788 and 1789. The origins of the French
Revolution are obviously a matter of academic debate and are multifactorial, but I propose to briefly
summarize some here. There is the issue of social
and political inequality between the nobility and
the third estate (i.e. the people). We should remember the sentiment of the political theorist and
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revolutionary politician Abbé Siéyès, “What is the
Third Estate? Everything. What has it been hitherto in the political order? Nothing. What does it desire to be? Something”.7 There is also the issue of
trust toward the political system and more generally the challenge of the social contract.8 Revolution
was the heir of the Enlightenment and the Age of
Reason, the result of an intellectual and moral evolution.9 If one allows the expression, the financial
crisis of the kingdom could be considered the first
trigger of the Revolution; national finances were in
a catastrophic situation, with enormous debts due
to wars, a scattered budget management and a precarious – if not absent – tax system.10 This crisis
required King Louis XVI (in the first place not supposed to reign, which can explain his ineptitude) to
summon the Estates General, the assembly of the
three orders; clergy, nobility and the third estate, to
get France out of its bankruptcy (with the Estates
General also came the opening of list of grievances across the country, cahiers de doléances). Evidently, the clergy and nobility didn’t pay taxes, but
someone needed to pay some to save France: the
third estate. The voting system of the assembly, a
vote per order, despite the third estate being more
numerous, explains the constitution of the third estate in a National Assembly on 17 June 1789. On 20
June 1789, members of the new National Assembly
took the now famous Tennis Court Oath (Serment
du Jeu de Paume), vowing, “not to separate and
to reassemble wherever required, until the Constitution of the Kingdom is established”.11 Consider
then a starving population, and the disdain of the
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monarchy – the quote, “If they don’t have bread,
let them eat brioche!” is attributed to Queen Marie-Antoinette – and one can understand the storming of the Bastille on 14 July, the abolition of privileges on the night of the 4 August and a relatively
large revolt across France during the summer of
1789 which led to the end of the Ancien Régime.12
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executive action for flour to be brought to Paris
in order to feed the population – the latter is the
only subject to have been approved by the King.15
To conclude, the French Revolution was also
the consequence of a food crisis, an economic and
social crisis, a ‘political-substantial crisis’, caused,
as Le Roy Ladurie demonstrates, by climate.16 In
short, if one still asks about the cause of the French
Revolution, of course there are many valid answers,
but to mimic James Carvill and Bill Clinton, saying,
‘It’s the climate, stupid!’ is definitely accurate.17
2. The Freudian slip of History: the murderer of
Louis XVI was climate, and nobody knew.

Figure 1. David, J., After 1791. Serment Du Jeu De
Paume, Le 20 Juin 1789. [Oil on canvas, 0,65x0,887m].
In short, starving was not the only cause
of the French Revolution, but it was an important
factor in its beginning. Furthermore, there were already precedents of revolt caused by poor agricultural conditions, like the Flour War of May 1775,
a farmer uprising caused by a rise in the price of
bread.13 As the price of bread was directly linked
to climate, bad harvest meant a rise in itsprice.14
To illustrate this, during a hearing of the National Assembly on the 5 October 1789, three major subjects were brought for the approval of the
king: the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of
the Citizen, the Constitution, and the request for

In this section, I want to highlight a historiographic fact: even if the link between climate and the
origins of French Revolution is quite clear, there
has been a total disregard of this link in historic
studies for a long time, that I consider a ‘Freudian slip’ which reveals the flaws in short-term
analyses and the lack of consideration of the impact of environmental factors on historical events.
First of all, I should remind the reader the
French Revolution is one of the (if not the) basis of French nation and its founding narrative.
The number of works on the French Revolution
is considerable and every great French historian
has written about it. The Revolution has always
been pictured as a temporal rupture between the
past of the lost people living in the French Kingdom and the future of the community of destiny
and the French Republic. Indeed, the Third French
Republic launched a substantial invention of tradition in order to create this republican myth of
a nation that realized its destiny during this epic
fight for liberty, the direct heir of the Enlightenment.18 They created the nation through heroic

Olivier Coquard, ‘« S’ils n’ont pas de pain, qu’ils mangent de la brioche » Marie-Antoinette, 1789’, Historia, Vol. Special 9, 2013.
Vladimir S Li︠ u︡ blinskiĭ, La guerre des farines: contribution à l’histoire de la lutte des classes en France, à la veille de la Révolution,
(Presses universitaires de Grenoble: Grenoble, 1979).
14
François Lebrun, Les hommes et la mort en Anjou aux 17e et 18e siècles: Essai de démographie et de psychologie historiques, (De
Gruyter Mouton: Paris, 2017).
15
Joseph Ignace Guillotin, ‘Réponse du Roi au sujet de la disette des farines, lors de la séance du 5 octobre 1789’, Archives Parlementaires de la Révolution Française, Vol. 9, no. 1, 1877, pp. 347–347.
16
Ernest Labrousse, La crise de l’économie française à la fin de l’Ancien Régime et au début de la Révolution, (Presses universitaires
de France: Paris, 1944), Le Roy Ladurie, Histoire humaine et comparée du climat. t.2.
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Parker, Global Crisis, p. 686.
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Eric Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition, (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, March 2012).
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figures (the ‘great men’ and the Pantheon, including
Napoleon), a common language (French), stories
(the age-old fight for freedom against autocracy,
spread by historic works and especially Jules Michelet’s, taught in schools) and the Arts (Bildungsroman, for example Le Tour de la France par deux
enfants ‘the little red book of the Republic’, a textbook that narrates the story of two children coming
from the then German Alsace-Moselle who discover the magnificence of France. All of this became
the new soul of the French people thanks to schools
(free, laic, and mandatory since Ferry’s laws in
1881-1882) and its Black Hussars (nickname of
republican teachers, these ‘national teachers’), and
made the Revolution a tool for being French, even
in the world.19 The French Revolution was truly
and fundamentally the beginning of the French nation, long theorized only through this event, and
the reason for the French idea of their supremacy in Enlightenment heritage and the liberation of
Europe: “Principle of nations is ours, because it is
the glory of France, thanks to the Revolution, to
declare by itself that a nation exist”, “We are what
you were, we will be what you are” or the famous,
“The being of a nation is (please forgive me the
expression) a plebiscite of everyday (un plébiscite de tous les jours)”.20 There has been in French
historiography a myth that the French Revolution
was exceptional, the ideal-type of the Enlightenment and had no equivalent – recently debunked.21
Though, if the French Revolution has been
studied multiple times in the French historic discipline, its climatic origins seem to have been
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forgotten. I even propose to speak of a Freudian
slip, as historians wrote the word ‘climate’ but
never explain its relation to the beginning of the
Revolution, “There, thanks to climate, our [revolutionary war] operations could go on”, “But while
the cruel laws were disappearing, the upper classes
were reconstituting themselves and indulging in
pleasures, the lower classes were suffering from a
dreadful famine, and a cold almost unknown in our
climates”.22 It is interesting to see that even today
the link isn’t that obvious, even in encyclopedias,
as Figure 2 presents the semantic zone network of
Wikipedia pages ‘Climate’, ‘Weather’, and ‘French
Revolution’ links between the ‘See also’ parts:
there is absolutely no relation between these pages.
Nonetheless, the link is obvious and, if we
can’t conclude effectively from theselexicometry
graphs on the relationship academia has made between climate and the origins of the French Revolution23, we observe simultaneous tendencies in
the usage of different words in different corpuses,
in English and French (between the words ‘climate’ and ‘revolution’, ‘revolution’ and ‘scarcity’,
‘French Revolution’ and ‘scarcity’, and ‘famine’).
We had then to wait for 2006 to finally find
a work that makes a clear link between climate
and the origins of the French Revolution.24 Is this
because of a new twenty-first century paradigm in
history that wills us to incorporate the climate in
human history? Is this because of a growing awareness about the consequences of human actions on
climate, and of climate on human lives as this question is now part of modern thinking? Or is it only

G. Bruno, Le tour de France par deux enfants : devoir et patrie, Livre de lecture courante... cours moyen..., (Librairie Classique
Belin: Paris, 1889); Nora Pierre, Les lieux de mémoire, (Gallimard: Paris, 1997); Anne-Marie Thiesse, La création des identités
nationales: Europe, XVIIIe-XXe siècle, (Seuil: Paris, 2001); Tom Stammers, ‘La mondialisation de la Révolution française (vers
1930-1960): Origines et éclipse d’un paradigme historiographique’, Annales : Histoire, Sciences Sociales, Vol. 74, no. 2, June 2019,
pp. 297–335.
20
Ernest Renan, ‘Qu’est-ce qu’une nation ?’, in ‘Qu’est-ce qu’une nation ?’, (Conférence en Sorbonne, March 1882) ), available at:
<http://www.iheal.univ-paris3.fr/sites/www.iheal.univ-paris3.fr/files/Renan_-_Qu_est-ce_qu_une_Nation.pdf> [accessed 29
September 2020];
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à la lumière de Jaurès, (Presses universitaires de Provence: Aix-en-Provence, August 2017), pp. 131–145.
21
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Adolphe Thiers, Histoire de la Révolution Française. Tome Septième, (The Gutenberg Project, 2004).
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François Héran, ‘Intégration : constats et débats’, (unpublished Cours presented at the Migrations et sociétés), Collège de France,
December 2019, available at: <https://www.college-de-france.fr/site/francois-heran/course-2019-12-13-09h00.htm> [accessed 11
November 2020].
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Figure 2. Semantic zone network of Wikipedia pages for 'Climate', 'Weather' and 'French Revolution'
(SeeAlsology, médialab Sciences Po)

Figure 3. Lexicometry of the words 'climate' and 'revolution' from 1700 in English corpus (Google Ngram)
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Figure 4. Lexicometry of the words 'scarcity' and 'revolution' from 1700 in English corpus (Google Ngram)

Figure 5. Lexicometry of the expressions 'scarcity/dearth' and 'French revolution' from 1700 in French
corpus (Google Ngram)
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the progress of presentism (présentisme) – an omnipresent past reinterpreted in the light of today’s
concerns, here climate – on the breach events of
historic regimes, here the rupture of the French
Revolution?25
3. (Re)thinking our past, doing history: toward
the longue durée, toward Anthropocene
The ‘New Climatic Regime’ we have entered is
maybe another appeal to think again on our past in
the light of the longue durée or long-term; tothink
of history in the long-term and not anymore as a
history of events (in the short-term), relativise the
place of small events and crises in a broader history that explains much more if we decentre our outlook.26 The most obvious realm of female Finally,
the Anthropocene, this new geological period where
human actions have significant consequences on
the planetary ecosystem invites us (or forces us?)
to think once again on all of our human creations –
our past, our social and political communities, our
philosophies – with a fresh look that can’t be the
same as previously, because it has consequences
everywhere, at all times, and for everyone.27 We
need to think again about where we want to land.28
This particular event, the French Revolution, invites us to do so, to question our subsistence ideas,
and to ask ourselves if this political revolution isn’t
in the last place a question of abundance and liberty, rather than a question of finances and morality.29
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France and its Culture of Protest –
From 1789 to the Macron Era
Cristina Coellen

A

December Saturday afternoon in Paris. Saturdays usually see busy streets,
and especially now that the lockdown
has been lifted, swarms of people hunting for
Christmas presents; but since mid-November, Saturdays in Paris also mean one other thing: it is time
for a manif´, a protest (the abbreviation of the word
“manifestation”) somewhere in the city. On 24 November 2020, the Assemblée nationale, which together with the Senate forms the French Parliament,
adopted the law for Sécurité globale, drawing on an
idea from the Minister of the Interior, Gérald Darmanin. It is a proposition that has made headlines
even abroad and has, to put it mildly, caused considerable controversy, leading to the protests every
weekend that I have witnessed as during my year
abroad stay in the capital. The “Law for Globalised
Security”, as it could be translated, proposes a prohibition of the filming or taking photos of police officers in order to protect their physical and mental
integrity, with transgressions being punishable by a
fine of 45,000 euros or a year in prison.1xt of police
violence, of which France has the highest incidence
rate in Europe,need little explaining.2,3 Following
outbreaks of violence at the first protests after the
announcement of the new law and international

outrage, the government has now proposed to reword the law – yet the protests continue, and they
begin to extend to more deeply rooted social issues.
On this Saturday, the manif´ taking place
in the city centre is however far from escalating;
indeed, the protestors are barely visible behind the
wall of heavily armed police officers and the dozens of police vehicles closing off the roads around
the area. A few faint shouts and whistles are heard
somewhere, but the presence of the police forces that
look like they are being deployed to stop a civil war
does seem somewhat excessive. Can this be considered an overreaction on the part of the French government? Yet the weekends before did see scenes
of considerable violence: burning cars, thousands
of people in the streets, fights between the police
and protesters. Naturally, Emmanuel Macron´s
government is keen to avoid a repetition of these
events. Yet the protests and their violence work in
favour of those opposing the new law.The crucial
role of the police in containing them and their use
of force has, in the eyes of the public, demonstrated precisely why it is necessary to maintain the
right to film and photograph scenes such as these.
The expression of public opinion and political discontent that manifests itself in the protests is

ZEIT ONLINE (2020), ‘Frankreichs Regierung überarbeitet umstrittenes Sicherheitsgesetz’, ZEIT ONLINE, 30 November 2020
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de l’Europe (francetvinfo.fr) [Accessed 25 December 2020].
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nothing new in France; indeed, it has almost become part of the image of the French population
abroad. France stands out in Europe for what could
almost be called a culture of political protest: from
the French Revolution, the archetype of modern
civil revolutions, to the protests of the gilets jaunes
that have shaken the French Republic since October
2018. Yet the scenes that can be witnessed in Paris
and elsewhere in France, the heated public debate
over the new law, and the excessive use of the national police, illustrate a troubled relationship between
the state and its citizens. What role popular protest
has played in this context, and what factors have
contributed to its pertinent manifestations in 2020?
To examine this issue, it is necessary to
analyse the evolution of protest in France throughout modern history by using two case studies,
notably the French Revolution of 1789 and the
1871 Paris Commune. Subsequently, is the consideration of more recent events such as the gilets
jaunes movement during the era Macron, as well
as the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020
and its management by the French Government.
The final factor is the consideration of the role of
the police in particular, and its function in protest culture and as a representative force of the
state. This leads to the conclusion that, while protest culture has necessarily evolved throughout
French history, many of the issues that cause popular protest have not, thus leading to today’s tense
relationship between state and citizens in France.
Looking back on history, the most extreme
form of political protest by a population is the revolution, in which not only the state or form of governance is challenged, but an attempt is made to overturn and replace the current system of governance.
Not every political protest leads to revolution, but
every revolution is a form of political protest; especially in the context of the French Revolution of
1789. This was one of the most significant events
in modern European history for not only the violence with which it brought aboutthe evolution
from absolutist monarchy to republic, but also
for the profound effects it had on the relationship
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between the people and the state. Indeed, Paolo Gerbaudo calls the French Revolution a, “watershed moment”, embodying the break between pre-modern
and modern social movements and protest culture.4
The revolutionary process began in a situation of profound economic distress for the majority
of French society, and in particular the lower-middle classes, such as small craftsmen. The Third
Estate, the representatives of the bourgeoisie and
peasants, consequently demanded the creation of
a National Assembly, and the absolutist monarchy
was abolished. Until 1792, the political situation
remained somewhat unstable, as a shift to a constitutional monarchy was attempted at first; upon
the poorly attempted flight of Louis XVI however,
it became clear that the powerless monarch was not
willing to cooperate with the National Assembly´s
new vision of society and politics.5 Thus, there followed the most prominent events of the Revolution,
notably the beheading of the King and his wife, and
the terrorization of the country under Robespierre.
The violence of the Revolution is well-documented; from events such as the Storming of the Bastille in 1789 to the Reign of Terror that followed
under the new regime, the revolutionary process,
so crucial for the advancement of democracy and
the creation of a modern state, cost many lives.
The accessibility of weapons to the population – at
least in comparison to today’s society – as well as
the economic plight of the lower classes and politically unstable situation, acted as strong incitements
to a forceful taking over of the monarchist institutions. However, the Revolution and its events were
also critiqued by some French contemporaries, the
most powerful voice among them being the philosopher Joseph de Maistre. In his eyes, the violent excess of the overturn of the monarchy was proof that
democracy, the rule of the people, was more dangerous as a form of governance than monarchy.6
Such arguments speak clearly of the unprecedented
change that the Revolution constituted in Europe
at this time, notably the challenge it posed to the
monarchy as dominant model of governance across
the continent, as well as the principles established

P. Gerbaudo, (2020), ‘The Pandemic Crowd’, Journal of International Affairs, Vol. 73, No. 2, p.65.
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through the constitution, that even played a role in
inciting the French Revolutionary Wars.7 As Christopher Hobson notes, the creation of a constitution
furthermore cemented the importance of the event
beyond the French borders, as it went directly
against the principles of the absolutist monarchy,
in which all political power resided with the king.8
The concept of democracy shifts power to the people; while the success of the Revolution remains
questionable, especially in the light of Robespierre’s
Reign of Terror and ultimately Napoleon´s ascent to
power, it cannot be denied that 1789 marked a point
of profound transformation in the relationship between people and state in both France and Europe.
Almost a century later, many more incidents of popular protest against the state had
taken place, notably, 1848 involved a European
wave of revolutions and attempted revolts. Yet in
France, it is in 1871 that another event of significance took place: the establishment and short
life of the Paris Commune are both relevant as
symptoms of political currents and an evolution
of protest culture during the nineteenth century.
In 1871, France was yet again in a highly unstable political and economic climate, as after a war
lost against Prussia, they were forced to concede
the Alsace region. However, France not only had
to overcome the humiliation of defeat and the loss
of territory, but also the end of the Second Empire
following the forced abdication of Napoleon III
and yet another transition to a republican model
of state.9 In this political vacuum, the Parisian National Guard, composed of many soldiers issued
from the working class. Refusing to be disarmed
by the monarchist National Assembly, they democratically elected a Central Committee that directly
opposed the National Assembly.10 The monarchist
government, already based at Versailles, lost control of the city to the National Guard as a result.
Adolphe Thiers’ Government was able
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to reclaim the capital after three brief months of
socialist governance.11 The failure of the Commune
was due to numerous factors. Notably, the communards, as they were called, did not extend their influence outside of Paris; furthermore, the new Central Committee delayed their march on Versailles
to confront the government´s troops, favouring
instead elections and debates on social measures
in the Commune. Together with other issues, these
delays ultimately allowed the governmental forces
to engage the Parisian National Guard in fighting
to reclaim the capital. During the battles, the barricade became a characteristic sight in Paris, as they
were useful in blocking narrow streets in areas such
as Montmartre.12 The retaliation from the governmental troops was arguably merciless, as the communards ultimately remained inferior in numbers;
Samuel Bernstein writes that “[d]uring the last
and bloody week of the Commune the Versailles
soldiers were no less brutal with the women than
with the men. Of the 20,000 Parisians killed in and
around Paris during that week many were women.
Hundreds of others were dragged to Versailles and
condemned to prison or deportation.”13 The Paris Commune thus demonstrates several parallels
to the 1789 Revolution, notably the political and
economic precariousness that acted as a foundation for this popular uprising. Furthermore, the
rejection of the current form of state – in this case,
the monarchist National Assembly – manifested
itself through a spontaneous and rapid taking of
control, although the social and political basis for
discontent among the population existed already.
How has political protest in France evolved
in this century? In the era of Emmanuel Macron´s
presidency, which forms the crucial background
of our topic, this culture of protest finds its most
prominent recent symptom in the birth of the gilets
jaunes movement, or the Yellow Vests as they are
known in English. With changes to fuel prices in
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2018, protests began taking place all over France,
soon beginning to use the characteristic yellow security vests as a unifying symbol as they incorporated more serious social grievances such as rising
cost of living and poverty.14 Jim Aulich even describes the reasons for the growth of the movement
as follows: “The gilets jaunes in France […] were
[…] born of powerlessness, suppression, and a lack
of voice and opportunity experienced by large sections of society.15 Despite the visual unity of the
movement, the protests were decentralized, without specific leadership and splintered into local
groups.16 The role of social media, such as Facebook
groups, was of considerable importance despite the
otherwise loose structure of the movement, thus
highlighting the significance of technology in modern political protest.17 Yet the gilets jaunes demonstrations were also marked by excesses of violence:
while numbers of injured persons differ according
to various sources, they are worrying in any case.
The Ministry of the Interior suggests there could
have been as many as 1800 protesters and 1000 police officers injured during the first few months of
protest.18 Among injured protestors, injuries to the
head, with the loss of eyes, were the most common
due to the use of rubber bullets by the police forces charged with the control of the demonstrations.
While the protests are arguably less fatal than those
of the previous centuries, the violence erupting
during these manifestations worried organizations,
such as Amnesty International, and those witnessing the extent of the physical damage, including
paramedics.19 Although the movement subsided in

the first half of 2019, itstands out among examples of political protest in contemporary France.
The protests over the last few years have not
taken place without any cause whatsoever, as the
discontent over the raised fuel prices that sparked
the gilets jaunes was just one issue amongst many.
The political measures taken under Macron have
included numerous economic reforms; according
to a study by the OFCE, the French Observatory for
the Economic Situation – an organization allegedly
situated towards the left of the political spectrum –
these reforms have benefited above all the richest
members of the French population, while the poorest 5% saw their economic status shrink.20 As the
Le Monde newspaper notes, Macron has potentially demonstrated that the opposition´s slogan at his
election, “Macron is a President for the rich!” is not
entirely false.21 Economic precarity, a notable polarization of society, as well as several terrorist attacks
despite measures such as the plan Vigipirate, the
deployment of the armed forces to ensure internal
security: the accumulation of factors such as these
contribute to the political tension in the country
and thus form a basis for protest.22 After the social
unrest that sparked the gilets jaunes movement,
the political situation was shaken once more when
the Covid-19 pandemic of this year confronted the
government. The management of the pandemic in
France, as in many other countries, has been subject to much criticism from all ends of the political
spectrum, and even from international voices. The
German newspaper Die Zeit, for instance, painted
a worrying picture of Emmanuel Macron´s way
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of leadership during the pandemic, headlining
the respective article with the words “Autoritäres
Absurdistan” (“The authoritarian Absurdistan”).23
While the German perspective, where the strong
federalism furthers a somewhat different understanding of politics and democracy might be seen
as alarmist, it cannot be denied that, under Macron, the efforts to strengthen the state and its
apparatus have multiplied, perhaps manifesting
itself in the strict pandemic rules implemented in
France. This process ultimately brings us back to
the law Sécurité globale, which has been seen as
yet another symptom of Macron´s lean towards
the right in an attempt to engage more conservative voters for the presidential election in 2022.24
Much of the contemporary culture of protest
that we can witness in France today is however also
related to the issue of policing and its use in maintaining public order, a more deeply rooted problem
which become especially obvious in recent months.
The French police system is arguably quite complex. One hand consists of the police nationale, the
national police force, which is controlled by the executive branch of the state, specifically the Ministry
of the Interior. On the other hand, there also exists
the gendarmerie, which is de facto a branch of the
armed forces and answerable to both the Ministry
of Defence and the Ministry of the Interior.25 While
the police nationale is usually deployed in larger cities, the gendarmerie is more often present in
rural settings; however, they often overlap in their
functions, in which the control of public protests is
also included. In the context of this function, there
exist several factors in the police system which are
of significance. According to a report by Brut, a
French online news portal, French police training
is completed in one-and-a-half years. However, it
has to be doubted whether this time is sufficient
for a comprehensive education of future police
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officers. As was pointed out in the report, police
forces in countries such as Germany, Finland or
Norway – all of which have particularly low rates of
police violence – are trained for at least three years,
thus receiving a more profound education that not
only rests on the use of force, but an ethical foundation.26 Likewise, when it comes to maintaining
public order in events such as protests, French police are among the most equipped forces in Europe,
something which arguably facilitates the use of force
in stressful situations and, as a result, the probability of injury of protesters through tear gas, pepper
spray or rubber bullets, as was already demonstrated during the gilets jaunes demonstrations.27
It is not only the use of force or the training
that police officers undergo which undermine trust
between the police as a representative force of the
state and citizens. In this context, we need to return
to the measures taken for the current pandemic,
in which the police have played an essential role.
With the exceptions of Italy and Greece, France
has been unique in Europe in that it implemented
the system of the so-called attestation, a physical
or digital document needed to justify every leaving of the house. Not having the attestation when
outside – or not using it for one of the authorized
reasons of leaving the house – is punishable with
a fine of 135 euros.28 This concept was introduced
during the first wave of infections in March, and
during the second wave this autumn, when most
other European countries attempted lighter lockdowns, France reintroduced the attestation, making it one of the harshest measures on the continent. The verification of the attestation is of course
left to the police forces, who can demand anyone in
the street to show their document and verify it. It
goes without saying that this system does very little to further a relationship of trust between police
and citizens, and, by extension, between the state
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and the citizens. While police violence remains a
concern in every instance that it occurs, it is ultimately the executive part of the government, to
whom the police are answerable, where these issues
should be addressed. It is further problematic that
there seems to exist a lack of transparency when
it comes to the documentation of police activity,
notably in the cases of police violence, response to
events such as protests, or verifications of identity
as part of patrols.29 A relationship of trust between
the citizens and the state cannot be established – or
reestablished – without transparency. The excessive
use of violence from police, be it during the gilets
jaunes protests, or current demonstrations against
the law Sécurité globale, as well as the lack of data
available on these issues from the government, correspond to the well-known theory by Max Weber,
the philosopher, who defined the modern state as
having the monopoly over the legitimate use of violence.30 However, it should also be remembered
that, as Terry Beitzel writes, “Weber’s social and ethical commitment to nonviolence is implicit. What
is explicit is his preference for politics over violence and civil social action over self-indulgence”.31
To conclude, the current political climate
in France results from a complexity of current issues and societal problems. Social protest in France
may have changed its face: from the violence of
the French Revolution and the characteristic barricades of the Commune, modern protests have
become more dynamic due to technology, but also
less deadly in comparison to those of the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries. Yet factors such
as these have made the state´s expression of power through for example the excessive deployment
of police no less pertinent, demonstrating a certain stance of suspicion against its own citizens.
While social tension has certainly augmented in
the explosive climate of 2020 and its many restrictive and unprecedented, yet necessary measures,

it is also clear that the political dialogue in France
between state and citizens needs to be strengthened. As Paolo Gerbaudo notes: “Two aspects are
particularly important to explore with respect to
the historical specificity of social movements: the
grievances, the social issues or problems that social movements raise and mobilize; and the repertoires of action, the historically layered practices
through which these grievances are expressed”.32
Over the course of the modern period, these repertoires of action may have changed in the case of
French protest; yet the grievances, although less
extreme than during the times of the Revolution,
still bear some similarities with their historical
counterparts, thus demonstrating the necessity of
public protest, yet also its problematic character as
an issue between the modern state and its citizens.
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Central-Eastern Europe,
the EU and Myself
Marie Kepler
This essay was written as part of the EUritage Essay Challenge “Central-Eastern Europe, the EU and
myself ” It addresses the question: What do the revolutions of 1989 and the enlargement of the European
Union in 2004 mean to you, your home country and Europe?

I

n 1989, Europe found itself reaching for
unity and peace. The revolutions of 1989
did not only initiate a rediscovery of
Central-Eastern Europe but also a return to the
pan-European idea. The Polish Solidarność (Solidarity) movement, the Rendszerváltás (Regime
Change) in Hungary, the fall of the Berlin Wall in
Germany or the Czech sametová revoluce (Velvet
Revolution) all formed this trend. The political
changes that dismantled the Iron Curtain acknowledged the failure of suppressive attempts to “liberate” societies and opened the space for a realisation
of the pan-European project, which was put into
practice with the fifth extension of the European
Union in 2004.1 This enabled following generations
to grow up in European solidarity, prosperity and
security. The EU became more than a common
market, more than a legislator, and more than an
institution of West European states. Finally, the citizens of Central-Eastern Europe were integrated
into a community of shared values. However, the
reality today is not as smooth as one imagines the
past to be. Britain left the EU in 2016, Euroscepticism can be found in almost all member states,
values are disputed and often the underlying issue
causing controversy about future European policies. Most recently, Poland has formulised stricter
abortion laws, and in a joined effort with Hungary
is blocking negotiations on the new Multiannual
Financial Framework for 2021-2027, including the

much needed EU Recovery Funds, due to its link
to the fullfilment of a rule of law clause. This essay
aims to analyse how differing perceptions of the
EU are rooted in our diverse past, arguing that although a common European experience exists, interpretations and memories of the 1989 revolutions
vary and should continuously be reconsidered. The
essay explores the notions and social memories of
1989 and 2004 and confronts them with nuanced
historical analyses, before returning to the present
to examine the implications of these differing experiences on the immediate and long term future.
My personal experience offers a way of understanding the lasting effects of these movements.
As a German citizen growing up in a united country, I took democratic foundations for granted. I
was taught to see the unification of Germany and
the 1989 revolutions as democracy’s magnificent
victory, as the triumph of Western values of freedom and equality, after centuries of animosities
and conflict. The citizens’ devotion and relentless strive for democracy enabled me to grow up
in a unified Germany and in a unified Europe. I
have not encountered economic hardship, conflict with neighbouring states, nor have I endured
war. In my historical understanding, it was an
affirmation to peaceful solutions, to states being
ruled by the people, as well as to social equality and to the welfare state - features and values that are characterised as part of an European

See for instance: Steven Saxonberg, The Fall. A Comparative Study of the End of Communism in Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Hungary and Poland (Amsterdam, 2001).
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identity but often only become apparent in comparison to other parts of the world like China
or the USA. Values that I represent with pride.
It was the people that came together to demand change, in a way that meant leaders could no
longer keep control, and so submitted to the pressure of the revolutions. Across European history,
due to the preeminent exemplar of the French Revolution or the Springtime of the Peoples in 1848,
revolutions had previously been intertwined with
the notion of violent unrest.2 However, 1989 caused
a redefinition of the term, as these political revolutions were not characterised by violence but defined by mostly peaceful changes of governments.3
For instance, in East Germany, dissatisfaction with
everyday socialist life, economic decline and additional restrictions on the freedom to travel were
among the triggers of the protests, which grew into
a broad and non-violent movement. New parties
and democratic organizations such as the Neue
Forum (New Forum) were formed and, encouraged by the success in neighbouring states, mobilised mass protests that demanded an overhaul of
the government. The fall of the Berlin Wall on 9
November 1989 symbolised this immense power
of peaceful protests, resulting in the reunification
of a country that had been divided for 41 years.
However, upon closer examination one can
see that 1989 and the new social memories that
evolved from it, played a very different role in each
country. Democratisation across the continent was
not a unified grassroot movement. Instead, it also
depended on the willingness of higher levels (institutions?) and individuals in leading positions recognising the necessity to make concessions. This
becomes particularly evident in the case of Hungary. Even before Gorbatchew took power in the Soviet Union, the Hungarian communist government
started to implement reforms in an attempt to save
the dwindling economy, resulting in for instance
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the 1988 tax reforms and the further opening of
the political system under Károly Grósz.4 Parallel to the reform policy from above, the citizens’
movement from below expressed their demands
through the formation of new parties and Round
Table discussions.5 As a result, the transformation
to a constitutional democratic state reached in parliament was a rather noiseless and negotiated transition.6 This is why Timothy Garthon Ash’s term of
‘Refolution’, a neologism between reform and revolution, is more suitable.7 Thus, the demands from
below were met with a willingness from above and
prevented crackdowns on people similar to the
crushed uprising in Hungary in 1956 or the Prague
Spring in 1968.8 These diverse endings of communism define the different national historical consciousness and therefore, reason the varying social
memories connected to 1989. While the fall of the
Berlin Wall was of central focus in my historical
education and shaped my national identity, friends
from Hungary have been taught a history with a
different emphasis. Instead, they focus on different
historical events such as the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, that are also not necessarily embedded in a European context. This shifts the focus
more towards a nationalistic historical education
and also raises questions about the definitions of
revolutions and the significance their grassroot
characters play in defining the society’s memory of
them. While in my personal experience, the power
of ordinary people in demanding change was emphasised repeatedly, this might happen to a lesser
degree where reforms were already underway. The
realisation, that our past is not identical, although
often generalised under the term of Europe’s Revolution of 1989, is vital. The term revolution has
many facets and as a result of this, different implications for the shaping of the collective memory of societies, which shape our perception of the
present and future.9 Therefore, the diverse images
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countries have of the 1989 revolutions and thus
the resulting unification within the European
Union have massive implications on the perception of pan-European ideas and policies.
This becomes particularly evident when
examining the integration of the Central-Eastern
nation into the European Union. The ending of Europe’s division in 1989 was institutionalised when
ten previous member states of the Eastern bloc
joined the European Union in May 2004. In the
early 1990s, as a result of the renewed foreign policies being orientated towards unity with Western
Europe, the Eastern Enlargement Process began. In
order to join the EU, potential member states had
to fulfill standards such as stable institutions guaranteeing democracy, human rights and the rule of
law, as well as respect for and protection of minorities and a functioning market economy.10 This
was only enabled by the changes happening within
the nations during the 1990s and was implemented in 2004, when a large majority of the continent
was institutionally united. In many places, such as
capitals and border crossings, this was marked by
large public celebrations. At the Polish-Czech-German border trijunction, Poland’s Prime Minister
Leszek Miller, the Czech Prime Minister Vladimir Spidla, and Germany’s Chancellor Schröder
gathered for the big celebrations among several
thousands citizens. They celebrated their unification within the European Union and commemorated the people that laid the foundations for this
unification in 1989.11 As Chancellor Schröder expressed, it was the people and their peaceful revolutions that made the unification possible.12 This
implies a positive social memory connected to the
events that followed the events of 1989. It is also
why many observers thought it was more appropriate to speak less about the enlargement of Europe and more about a final overcoming of its

division. The opening of the EU to the Central and
Eastern European countries was not a strategic reorientation, but the fulfillment of the original, larger European project that could not be realized after
1945 due to the outbreak of the Cold War.13 What
Willy Brandt, the West German Chancellor famous
for his communicative and collaborative Ostpolitik
(foreign policy towards the Eastern bloc), predicted for Germany in 1989, applied to Europe in May
2004: “Es wächst zusammen, was zusammen gehört” (“What belongs together, grows together”).14
Nevertheless, in contrast to the unrestrained
euphoria that defined the European atmosphere in
1989, the situation and celebrations in 2004 were
also accompanied by doubt and more sober outlooks into the future. The changes did not only offer immense chances but also created unseen challenges and crises in the European nations. 2004 was
not only a unification, but also an open affirmation
to the differences and diversities within Europe.
Different cultures, histories and structures characterise the European jungle and every coarse simplification of this would not reflect our reality. We are
not identical and this should never be our aim. The
period between the end of the Cold War in Europe
until today has also been shaped by problems and
mistakes, as well as a dangerous ease, verging ignorance. People were not listened to, certain groups
were disregarded and cultural-specific qualities neglected. This becomes evident in the growth of Euroscepticism often voiced by new right wing parties
such as the Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative
for Germany). The party reached an average of 21.9
percent in the federal states of the former German
Democratic, compared to a national result of only
10.7 percent, highlighting that the country is, to an
extent, still divided on topics such as the role of the
European Union.15 The previously mentioned mistakes have to be recognized, to give the European
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community the time to grow together and to
strengthen the consciousness of unity in similar histories, particularly within the younger generation.
But how can this be achieved? Here, we
are able to learn from the late 1980s as well. Although the democratic transformations were not a
unified movement, activists in all countries benefited from each other. Connected to this, the role
of the media and of TV must be emphasized. The
images of the Sametová revoluce (Velvet Revolution) in Czechoslovakia or the opening borders
between Hungary and Austria inspired and encouraged citizens. Today, network connections
offer an even bigger chance than at the end of the
1980s. As a young generation we can connect,
exchange our ideas and inspire each other even
quicker. Based on our shared histories we need
to create a new European bond by embracing and
standing up for our democratic fundations. Youth
exchanges, online events and platforms in digital
and analogue forms are of incredible value for this.
Through this, the democratic transformations in
Central-Eastern European societies, as well as the
EU’s integration processes should be emphasized
even more to create a common European future.
Today, the European continent is as close
to peace and unity as ever before. However, the reduction of the division of power, freedom of press
and the rule of law in some member states threaten
the foundations and the basis of our commonalities and the pan-European vision. This is why the
heritage and social memory of the democratic revolutions and ‘Refolutions’ and the EU’s extension
is of immense political relevance. We, as a young
generation, need to be more aware of our similar
histories to strengthen our commonalities, which
are needed to overcome challenges in the future
and build a more resilient Europe. A continuous
debate and discussion on questions such as: “What
is Europe?”, “What do we have in common?”, “How
can we learn from one another?” are indispensable.
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Revolutionary Creators of the
Modern World: Sacagawea
Ruby Freeman

T

aking the study of history as the
linking of the past with the present, and indeed the future, this
essay will explore why Sacagawea – a Lemhi Shoshone woman – deserves to be viewed as a revolutionary creator of the modern world. Commemorated for the role she played in the Lewis and
Clark expedition of 1804, an enterprise tasked with
exploring and recording the newly acquired land
comprising of the Louisiana territory stretching to
the west as far as the Pacific, Sacagawea has been the
subject of extensive mythologising and probable
historic inaccuracies. However, despite how little
we know of her factually – even the date and place
of her death remain ambiguous – Sacagawea, or at
least her image as a pioneering female explorer, has
had an undeniable influence on the US; past and
present and, as this essay will suggest, its future.
The extent of Sacagawea’s impact, through time and
across cultures and movements, will be key to the
reasoning of the essay, which will offer the view that
Sacagawea occupies a unique space in the formation of a US national identity in constant evolution.
Although Sacagawea’s exact contribution to
the 1804 expedition remains a source of historical
speculation, she clearly played a role in what was
a seminal voyage for the nascent republic and an
important moment in the founding of modern-day
America. The expedition, which travelled almost
8,000 miles traversing the country East-West,

improved US geographic and scientific knowledge
of the continent and was a celebrated feat of planning and human endurance. Whatever her contribution – whether it be as an interpreter, guide or
in a domestic capacity as forager and camp mother
– the fact Sacagawea, a nursing mother at the time,
was part of this pioneering party is not insignificant
and captured the imagination of generations to
come. Although she is referenced only infrequently
in journals kept by Lewis and Clark and was never
recognised or even mentioned on either the official
roster or pay-roll for the expedition, it seems Sacagawea played an important role particularly as an
interpreter – it was for her linguistic skills that she
was recruited – between the expedition party and
Native tribes. Her presence as a nursing mother
also ensured that the explorers’ presence was not
misconstrued as hostile to local peoples, so she was
important in communicating the non-military status of the explorers. Furthermore, there are known
examples of moments where her presence directly
benefited the expedition, for example her connection with her brother resulted in securing local help
in the party’s traverse of the Rocky Mountains. She
also helped to recover important documents following the capsize of one of the boats, with Lewis
referring to her as, “the Indian woman to whom
I ascribe equal fortitude and resolution, with any
person on board at the time of the accedent” in a
diary entry.1 Sacagawea’s knowledge of flora and
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fauna directly benefited the exploring party, supplementing the diets of the otherwise male team,
with Clark describing how “the squaw collected a
parcel of roots” in a diary entry.2 Upon their return
in 1806, the exploring party were welcomed back
as heroes, evidence of the prestige and importance
ascribed to the journey they had undertaken of
which Sacagawea was clearly an active member.
The expedition was a resounding success
for the US government in terms of the information
it gathered, which, alongside it’s controversial legacy as a precursor to acts of violence committed
against indigenous peoples to facilitate the expansionist ideology of the growing republic, has secured its place in history as an important event in
the transition from fledgling republic to the world
superpower we know the US as today. While our
knowledge of Sacagawea’s responsibilities on the
expedition is limited, she has become mythologised
to represent a symbolic independence and endurance. Her iconic status has transcended the immediate significance of the 1904 to 1906 expedition,
reaching through generations, with her character
even featuring in the popular modern-day Night
at the Museum film franchise. The character of Sacagawea is a powerful revolutionary whose posthumous revolution was initiated by those who found
either inspiration or justification in the idea of her.
The character of Sacagawea was adopted as
“a useful icon” – in the words of historian Wanda
Pillow – by suffragists working to enfranchise white
women.3 The movement regenerated, and to some
extent rebranded, the character of Sacagawea to
further their own agenda. Pillow’s essay Whitened
Reproductions and Endarkened Representations explores and exposes this appropriation of Sacagawea
which, as she argues, involved the whitening and
commodification of her. By encouraging a view of
Sacagawea as, “ours to consume and celebrate without question”, it continues colonial oppression. The
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legacy of this white feminist discourse, which tries
to mould and redress the character of Sacagawea
to fit a prescribed stereotype, has actually undermined feminism. By distancing, even removing,
Sacagawea from her indigenous origins, the exclusion of Native American women from mainstream
feminist objectives was secured and the legacy of
this disregard continues in the marginalisation of
native feminist theory to this day. In their essay
Decolonising Feminism: Challenging Connections
between Settler Colonialism and Heteropatriarchy,
Arvin, Tuck and Morrill advocate a radical change
to the reading of and engagement with native feminist theory which in turn asserts the importance of
a united approach to dismantling patriarchy reflected in the focus on the intersectionality of fourth
wave feminism.4 Sacagawea is an interesting individual to consider in relation to this, as an outstanding female figure whose story is inextricably
linked with the colonial project. As historian Jan
C. Dawson puts it, “Sacagawea’s role has implications for the history of race, gender and even the
environment”. Challenging those who dismiss the
platforming of Sacagawea and discredit the socalled ‘bosom school’ of novelists and suffragists,
Dawson insists that despite the challenges the historian faces in documenting Sacagawea’s life, “historians today who dismiss the Shoshone woman
as merely a mythic figure may be overlooking the
significance of that myth in both women’s and western history”.5 Given the role and status that history has assigned her, Sacagawea’s status as a creator
of the modern world is thus also established in the
historiography of feminism, with great potential
for her to appear as an interesting example in future discourse around fourth wave feminism given the unique space she occupies in US history.
Not only has Sacagawea influenced the
evolution of US feminism (and necessarily global feminism given the nature of the movement),
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her character also offers an interesting insight into
the historiography of, and attitude towards, race
relations and the legacy of colonialism in the US
– which clearly remains an issue of immense importance in modern America. Given the centrality
of Native American history to the foundation of
the USA, it is both hugely interesting and revealing
to see how Americans relate to their own past, and
how this has changed over time. In a speech made
in Selma in 2015 President Obama declared, “We
are Lewis and Clark and Sacagawea”.6 This attempt
to generate a sense of shared and united history is
in stark contrast to the current Trump administration who have shown a distinct disregard for indigenous populations through a series of policies that
prejudice and disrespect indigenous rights to land
through an ideology of racism and division. This is
a continuation of the painful violence with which
indigenous peoples were treated in the colonial
era following the Lewis and Clark expedition. As
with the suffragist movement, Sacagawea has also
been impersonated by a racialised philosophical
discourse which has used the interlocking logics of
white supremacy to continue this legacy of oppression.7 Historian Eloise A. Brière explores this in her
essay Ventriloquising the Native: Whose Voice is it?,
in which she investigates the effect of work which
has appropriated the Native voice both directly on
Native populations as well as the reader’s understanding of colonialism. In relation to Sacagawea,
two interesting examples of this ventriloquising are
Eva Emery Dye’s novel The conquest: the true story
of the adventures of the Lewis and Clark expedition
(1902) and Paula Gunn Allen’s poem The one who
skins cats. These give Sacagawea two very different
voices and highlight the multiplicity of her identity in the canon of world literature; Dye’s representation raises Sacagawea to an almost divine
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status while Allen attempts to re-humanise her,
as an independent and self-assertive woman
who cannot be put in a box whether in relation
to her race or gender. As a big name in US history – there are more statues of her than any other
American woman – Sacagawea, as has already
been said, holds a unique prestige in US national
consciousness and identity, and given the current
climate of discrimination and the deterioration
in race relations domestically, perhaps the myth
of this iconic pioneer defying the supposed limitations and undeniable discrimination of both her
race and her gender, has never been so symbolic.
Another interesting and important aspect
of the history of Sacagawea is how she relates to the
lesser-known slave trade in Native American women and children. Captured by raiding Hidatsas
before being purchased by the French-Canadian
trader Toussaint Charbonneau (who became her
husband), Sacagawea’s presence on the Lewis and
Clark expedition as Charbonneau’s wife was directly connected to the widespread European-Indian
trade in Native tribeswomen across the sixteenth
century. Although there is, as always, variation
between experiences – in particular between how
Native slaves were treated by French versus Spanish
colonists – the trade in Indian women and children was central to diplomatic negotiations between
the colonial powers and individual tribes. Here, yet
again, Sacagawea’s story again demonstrates the gaping voids in the history of American colonialism,
with historian Juliana Barr summarising how “the
violence and coercion that reduced her to the status of a slave among Euro-Americans has been lost
as popular preference casts her as Charbonneau’s
«wife» and a celebrated mediator of Indian-European diplomacy”. If historically more attention had
been given to this fundamental early chapter in
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Sacagawea’s life then perhaps our understanding
of slavery would not have been wrongly “cast as a
monolithic, chattel-orientated system of coerced
labour”.8 There are so many layers to the story of
Sacagawea, layers which reveal both the subjectivity and shortcomings of traditional academic process. The history of colonialism and thus
slavery are lasting and deeply personal histories
– particularly given intermarriage, which was often part-and-parcel of the European-Indian slave
trade. Fundamentally, the history of Native American colonialism, within which Sacagawea is clearly
a fascinating figure, is not the tragic history of an
extinct peoples but instead the many-and-varied
stories of different groups of people who continue
to thrive to this day – in 2020 there remain 574
federally recognised tribes in the United States.9
The relationship between the US and these tribes
is inevitably linked with the misrepresentations,
inaccuracies and gaps in white academic discourse,
and thus the revaluation of this history – including that of Sacagawea – is central to US democracy, justice and the future of this relationship.
In conclusion, it is clear Sacagawea is a figure
who has been pulled in many different directions in
the centuries following the Lewis and Clark expedition for which she is famed, evidence of her iconic
appeal and unanimous relevance as a figure of interest and opportunity. She is a fascinating example of
how figures of the past are given voices, improvised
and often inauthentic, in the future and as such offer a great opportunity to examine both the process
and the role of history. Indeed, studying Sacagawea
requires a self-conscious avowal of the subjectivity
of history as the inconsistencies in documenting
this figure are immediately evident. As a young female history student who has felt starved of female
historical figures throughout my history education,
discovering Sacagawea has been of immense personal interest and importance, as I am sure she will
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continue to be for generations to come. I hope this
essay has demonstrated that Sacagawea, in all the
multiplicity of her identities, should undoubtedly
be viewed as a revolutionary creator of the modern
world both in her capacity as a pioneering explorer on the influential Lewis and Clark expedition
and as an iconic embodiment of metahistorical
discourse which helps to shed light on the development – past, present and future – of our society.
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A Revolutionary Figure:
Empress Dowager Cixi

Ethan Sanitt

W

hen we first entered the gardens, they
reminded us of one of those magic grounds described in fairy tales;
we marched from them upon the 19th October
leaving them a dreary wasteland’.1 This is how
Lieutenant Colonel Wolseley described the brutal
burning of The Old Summer Palace by the British,
which marked the end of the Second Opium War.
The Treaty of Beijing, signed on the 24th of October
1860, ceded Kowloon to Britain,2 and on the 14th
of November, Prince Gong signed another Treaty
with Russia which gave hundreds of thousands of
square kilometres of land to China’s neighbour.3
Yet, less than a century later China’s economy had
transformed from a predominantly closed and
agrarian one to a far more industrial, open economy - by the late 1920s imports and exports made
up ‘one eighth of GNP and represented 2.3 per cent
of total world trade’.4 The woman responsible for
this revolutionary shift in the foundations of China’s economy and social structure was the Empress
Dowager Cixi, and it is no exaggeration to say that
her feat of modernising 19th century China places
her among the core creators of the modern world.
Not only did the Dowager Empress scrap the
‘closed-door’ policies adopted by the previous Emperors, but this ‘Herculean process’5 was continued

despite the wars and defeats China endured during
the course of the 19th century. Although traditional narratives depict the Empress Dowager Cixi as
a ‘semi-illiterate woman’ who deferred to Prince
Gong in political matters,6 or as a conservative
tyrant only worried about ‘losing [her] own power’,7 these were fabrications, with the latter having
been invented by Cixi’s political enemy, Kang Youwei. In fact, Cixi was neither passive nor conservative, but a driven reformer who incrementally
brought about China’s economic transformation.
The extent of Cixi’s political revolution is
evident when examining China’s nineteenth century policy changes, before which trade with foreign
powers was suppressed and after which it constituted a core and irreplaceable component of the country’s economy. Cixi’s Qing predecessors had adopted an aggressive stance towards trade with foreign
powers. The Opium Wars fought under Emperor
Qianlong and then Emperor Xianfeng were both
sparked when the Qing dynasty limited contact
between the West and China: In the first war, Emperor Qianlong refused Lord Macartney’s requests
to open more ports than just Canton for trade and
wrote to King George III ‘threatening to use force
to repel British cargo ships, should they come to his
coast’.8 This blatant hostility between China and the
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Western powers that characterised China’s foreign
policy for the first half of the nineteenth century
makes Cixi’s acceptance of foreign military aid to
help repress the Taiping Rebellion all the more
striking. While Emperor Xianfeng had refused
this same offer, the Empress Dowager Cixi allowed
Frederick Ward and then Charles Gordon, an English officer, to lead the ‘Ever-victorious Army’
within China’s borders.9 Gordon’s army enjoyed
military successes and was disbanded in 1864 with
Cixi publicly praising Gordon and rewarding him
with 10,000 taels of silver and a mandarin jacket in
the royal yellow colour.10 After the Marquis Zheng’s
army captured Nanjing and defeated the Taiping in
the July of 1864, Cixi restored peace and re-evaluated and reshaped China’s relationship with foreign
military powers, exploiting this dynamic to stabilise
her country. Cixi’s revolution of Chinese policy did
not go unnoticed: the British government observed
‘China is now prepared to enter intimate relations
with foreigners instead of …endeavouring to prevent all intercourse whatever with them’ as a ‘co-operative policy’ was adopted.11 The significance of
Cixi’s acceptance of this ‘co-operative policy’, as her
assent of the ‘Ever-victorious Army’ demonstrates,
is not to be underestimated. It would prove to be
the foundations of Chinese trade with foreign powers. Thus, the joint response to the Taiping rebellion
marks a crucial turning point in China’s relations
with foreign powers, and it was a turning point
that the Empress Dowager Cixi had engineered.
The relationship fostered during the Taiping
Rebellion fed into Cixi’s ‘open door’ economic policy and contributed towards China’s vastly increased
levels of trade. Cixi used the alliances forged by the
Taiping rebellion as a means of gradually restructuring and expanding her country’s economy, a change
in policy which ensures her place as one of the main
creators of modern China and the modern world.
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Cixi’s position on trade is reflected in the economic growth Shanghai experienced: under Emperor Xianfeng, about 1000 ships visited Shanghai,
whereas in 1863, two years into Cixi’s reign, the
number of cargo ships had leapt to 6800.12 Under
Cixi’s reign, annual revenue doubled from around
40 million taels to 88 million; one third was earned
through custom duties, a direct result of the Empress’ ‘open door’ policy and the increased trade
in Shanghai.13 Cixi used this newfound source of
revenue to import grain and feed the population;
in 1867, 1.1 million taels were spent on importing rice.14 The Dowager Empress re- energised
the Chinese economy, alleviating poverty through
trade, and introduced new technology, improving efficiency. In 1875, Cixi trialled coal-mining
in Kaiping, ‘the cradle of modern Chinese industry’,15 which led to seventeen electricity companies being set up in Beijing and other big cities.16
Through her introduction of new technology and
new sources of income to China, the Dowager
Empress planted the seeds of China’s modern and
industrial economy. Cixi’s revolution of China’s finances in the nineteenth and early twentieth century was, therefore, a remarkable one, with its sheer
and unprecedented scale and lasting success. Not
only was the Empress’ reform one which reshaped
China’s economy, but it also redefined the foundations of the world economy. The Dowager Empress
transformed China from an insular, ‘closed (or at
best semi-closed)’17 nation to one which dominated world trade. It is the uniquely widespread and
lasting impact of Cixi’s economic policies on China
which ensures the Dowager Empress’s place among
the revolutionary creators of the modern world.
Two contradictory narratives underestimate
or simply reject Cixi’s success in reforming China.
The first characterises Cixi as a puppet, a figurehead
Empress who had policy dictated to her by first
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Prince Gong and then the young Emperor
Guangxu. The second depicts Cixi as the opposite:
a power-hungry, conservative ruler who was the
puppet-master, governing through the Emperor
from behind the scenes. Neither interpretation is
correct. Far from a passive ruler serving only in
title, Cixi was intimately involved with decisions
involving policy. The Empress’ orders were given
verbally to the Grand Council and then written
up as decrees. Once sealed by the Empress, the
Grand Councillors, including Prince Gong, were
forbidden from changing the decree.18 This dynamic, with the Empress as Prince Gong’s superior, is captured in a letter she sent him in 1862. In
this, Cixi wrote, ‘Shanghai is but a remote corner
[…] yet, thanks to the congregation of foreign and
Chinese merchants, it has been a rich source for
maintaining the army. I hear that in the past two
months it has collected 800,000 taels in import
duty alone’.19 This, as one of many shrewd political observations Cixi made over the course of her
reign, suggests that her involvement in China’s politics was highly significant. The letters exchanged
between the Empress and Prince Gong undermine
the interpretation of Cixi as a political puppet. Instead, the documented discussions, which include
Cixi’s instructions on Gordon’s ‘Ever-victorious
army’ and then Robert Hart’s 1865 memorandum
(which, according to the Dowager Empress, made
‘some good points in his evaluation of Chinese
government, military, finance’20), point to the contrary and cement the fact that the Dowager Empress was a main driver of her country’s reform.
Kang Youwei’s depiction of Cixi as a manipulative ‘dragon lady’, championing the traditionalist policies of China’s past while he was a beacon
of reform, is also fictitious. This narrative spread
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when Kang falsified documents in order to paint
himself as an ambitious revolutionary in favour
of a parliamentary-style system of governance.21
Conversely, much of Cixi’s ‘opposition to the Emperor’s policy of reform’, as the historian Edmund
Backhouse argues, ‘was the result of personal pique
and outraged dignity’.22 Kang Youwei’s and then Edmund Backhouse’s attack on Cixi consisted of one
main accusation: that Cixi had prevented Kang’s
reformist policies and that the Dowager Empress
was therefore against China’s reform.23 It is true the
Dowager Empress was ‘alarmed’ by such drastic
policies as the abolition edict, which dismissed a
host of officials and which Cixi feared could lead
to a ‘loss of goodwill and support’ for the throne.24
However, it does not follow that Cixi was against
introducing new technologies and procedures to
China. While Kang’s Hundred Days Reform was
more ambitious than Cixi’s policies, it was impractical and led to widespread resentment of his instructions which culminated in the popular slogan,
‘eat Kang’.25 And although Kang aimed to weed out
corrupt officials as a part of his reform, the speed
with which Kang planned to impose these reforms
threatened to break ‘the very wheels by which Chinese officialdom moved’.26 That Cixi aimed for a
more gradual policy change hardly makes her a
zealous conservative, as Kang implied.27 In fact,
Cixi’s innovative policies discussed above and her
initial support of Kang’s less radical ideas (when
Wild Fox Kang recommended the formation of an
Advisory Board to the Emperor in 1898, Cixi invited a number of top officials to debate the idea and
asked them to ‘give the matter serious thought’28)
prove the contrary; the Dowager Empress was a
persistent supporter of ‘self-strengthening’ reform.
Cixi’s achievements have been largely
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ignored as China’s economic boom was not experienced until years later. Even by 1949 the economy
was still predominantly agrarian, with almost two
thirds of the country’s GNP originating in agriculture.29 But to infer from this that Cixi’s achievements in the previous century were inconsequential would be incorrect. Cixi’s success was not in
completely transforming China’s economy, but in
changing the country’s political direction towards
open trade. Her success was in gently introducing
new technologies, new modern policies and new
foreign relations such that China was equipped for
its future economic development. As the economist
Loren Brandt correctly notes, China’s ‘economic growth in the late nineteen and early twentieth
century was along the same extensive trajectory as
that of the Qing’.30 The Dowager Empress was not
single-handedly responsible for China’s fiscal successes in the twentieth century and in the modern
world, but Cixi did pave the way for this growth
to be attainable. Under her reign, ‘the embryo of
a modern China had taken shape’.31 The industrialisation and reversal of attitudes towards foreign
trade China underwent in the nineteenth century was crucial in that it directly enabled China to
become a major economic power in the modern
world. So, while Cixi’s revolution of Chinese policy was not the most bloody, nor the most immediate in its economic and social impact, there is
no doubt that the Dowager Empress’s successful
adoption of an ‘open door’ policy, regarding China’s trade, education system and governance, confirms her to be one of the key creators of the modern world and history’s most revolutionary figure.
ment – past, present and future – of our society.
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Thurgood Marshall: The Twentieth
Century's Overlooked Revolutionary
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W

hen looking back on the struggle for civil rights in Twentieth Century America, the figures of Dr Martin Luther
King and Malcom X dominate the narrative. Celebrated and immortalised through films, merchandise and even national holidays, the legacy of these
individuals burns brightly in international memory. However, arguably more important yet often
overlooked is the legacy of Thurgood Marshall. It
is difficult to understate the significance of Marshall’s victory before the Supreme Court in Brown
vs Board of Education. Not only did the case catalyse the Civil Rights Movement, but it changed
the role of the legal structures of the United States.
Gustave Le Bon defines a revolution as “all
[apparently] sudden transformations, whether of
beliefs, ideas or doctrines”, and by this definition it
is clear Marshall was one of the most important revolutionaries of American history.1 His perspective
that the law could be used as a tool of social reform
was jurisprudential innovation, and through his
career as lawyer and Supreme Court Justice he irreversibly redefined the relationship between politics,
society and the law. Even now, over half a century
later, Marshall’s legacy remains all too relevant, as
issues of racial bias and the legal system have recently come into conflict in societies around the world.

Marshall joined the National Association for
the Advancement of Coloured Peoples (NAACP) as
a volunteer cooperating attorney in 1934 and went
on to create the NAACP Legal Defence and Educational Fund (LDF) in 1939. As head of the LDF,
Marshall was responsible for coordinating the entire legal programme of the LDF and NAACP.2 The
Brown vs Board of Education case, in which Marshall led the argument before the Supreme Court,
is arguably the most consequential event of Marshall’s career. The ruling in 1954 is rightfully recognised as a milestone in American race relations
and jurisprudential history.3 One of the most significant consequences of Brown was the sparking of
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s,
and this was largely due to the seismic change
to the structuring of race relations in the USA.
In the final judgement, Chief Justice Earl
Warren concluded, “in the field of public education, the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no
place. Separate educational facilities are inherently unequal”, effectively rejecting Plessy vs Ferguson
and declaring segregation in primary education
unconstitutional.4 There are debates surrounding
the practical impact of Brown - both contemporary and retrospective critics highlight the problems with implementation and the limited field of
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primary education to which the ruling applied5.
However, arguably more important than Brown’s
practical impact were the theoretical and political
implications. With the rejection of “separate but
equal” and the declaration of educational segregation as unconstitutional, the court eliminated one of
the two pillars of the caste system (the other being
disenfranchisement).6 It also gave the civil rights
ideology of racial equality an unprecedented legitimacy and restructured the fundamental framework
of race relations that was inherently established in
the constitution. In addition, the monumental significance of the ruling ignited a spark of political
consciousness for African Americans across the
country, leading to the formation of grassroots
movements and the broader civil rights movement.
Thurgood Marshall’s role in the case was
so significant it is almost impossible to separate
the two. The decision of Brown caused a revolutionary change in the ideas surrounding the
structure of race relations within society and the
law. Thurgood Marshall was undoubtedly the
revolutionary figure who ignited this change.
As a suit-and-tie lawyer, Marshall was an
unlikely figure for leading revolutionary change,
compared to his more radical contemporaries, such
as Malcom X.7 However, his deep commitment to
achieving egalitarian principles through litigation
and his pragmatic approach to the political nature
of legislative institutions were the key constituents
of his role as a revolutionary. As Brown is often
perceived as the catalyst of the Civil Rights Movement, it is easy for Marshall’s earlier cases with
the NAACP and LDF to be overlooked. However,
they demonstrate how the attack on Jim Crow laws
was a result of dedication and careful planning.
Marshall contributed to many of the
NAACP’s successes in the Supreme Court since
1936, including Missouri ex rel Gaines v. Canada
(1938), Sweat v. Painter and McLaurin v. Oklahoma
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Board of Regents of Higher Education. All challenged the place of “separate but equal” in educational institutions. This rhetoric, which was established in the Plessy v Ferguson case of 1896, was
instrumental in the legal justification of the Jim
Crow laws in southern states. Marshall and Charles
Houston, founder of the NAACP, developed a litigation strategy to challenge “separate but equal”
through the field of education, in which the doctrine had arguably the weakest grounds for legitimacy. Brown was not an isolated success story:
it was the result of a carefully planned, pragmatic
approach to racial revolution. This strategy made
Marshall not only characteristically unique as a revolutionary but was also fundamental to his success.
Marshall’s profound impact on the American legal system was even more revolutionary
than the political and social impacts of Brown.
Marshall’s reframing of the role of the law and using litigation as a means for social activism transformed the existing legal system in the USA. Before Marshall’s litigatory career, litigation was
used rarely to support the disadvantaged or poor.
While legal aid programmes had been established,
they conformed to a model of individual representation – litigation challenged a particular decision as it affected an individual or small group
of people.8 However, Marshall had an aspirational
vision of the law as a vehicle for systemic change
working in favour of disadvantaged minorities.
As Supreme Court Justice, he described law as “a
major force in society” due to its “capacity to initiate change and its flexibility to accept and mould
change”9, demonstrating this innovative perspective of the law as a tool for social engineering.
This shift to a systemic perspective of the
law opened the way for a legislative attack on the
systemic race-caste, legitimised through the framework of the US constitution. The most significant
examples are the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
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outlawed discrimination on the basis of colour,
creed or sex, and the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
which provided legal enforcement of the Fifteeneth
Amendment.10 The passing of these two acts had
incredibly significant implications for the place of
civil rights in federal law and the constitution in
general. The guarantees to fundamental human
rights were self-affirming and self-transforming for
the African American population. Racial equality
was now constitutionally embedded in the federal
legal system, and while this did not translate immediately to social, economic and political equality,
this legal dimension was a fundamental change to
the existing structural race relations of US society.
The passing of these acts cannot be attributed to a sole individual, and instead are a product of
multiple social and political forces. However, it was
Thurgood Marshall’s perspective of the law that
opened the legal system up to these ground-breaking pieces of federal legislature. The Civil Rights
Act and Voting Act provided rights for African
Americans and challenged the notions of American democracy. The passing of these bills acknowledged the failings of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments, therefore undermining the constitution in highlighting its weaknesses in protecting
the human rights of its citizens. It also highlights
the inherent contradiction with the most famous
line of the Declaration of Independence, “We hold
these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal”.11 Through his revolutionary rhetoric
of using the law as a tool to achieve equality, Marshall arguably even contributed to a legitimisation of the constitution and American democracy.
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However, Thurgood Marshall’s career not
only had a profound impact on the race-caste system – his argument for systemic change through
the law spoke to individual rights for all.12 Part of
Marshall’s innovation was his understanding of
the relationship between the competing political
and legal functions of the judicial system. While
the courts are not insulated from society’s broader political forces, the life tenure enjoyed by judges allows for the resolving of controversial issues
that might lead to stalemate in the political arena.13
With Brown, Marshall exposed the interdependency of politics and the law, and changed the way the
law was used not only by civil rights groups but
other activists in obtaining equality for the disadvantaged. Roe vs Wade (1973) or Obergefell vs
Hodges (2015) are two such examples, obtaining
significant equal rights for women and same sex
couples respectively.14 It is clear why Walter Dellinger described Brown as, “the most important legal, political, social and moral event in Twentieth
Century American domestic history”.15 Marshall’s
contribution to the creation of public interest advocacy continues to immeasurably impact the lives
of disadvantaged citizens across the US well into
the Twenty First Century. As this field of law continues to grow, Marshall’s legacy will continue to
pave a road towards a more equal and just society.
It has been over half a century since Brown,
yet Thurgood Marshall’s legacy has found a new relevance for societies around the world in 2020. The
Black Lives Matter movement has been described
as the “second civil rights movement” and this
summer surged into political action in response to
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the killing of George Floyd by American police officers.16 One of the most central messages within the
movement is the highlighting and criticism of institutionalised and systemic racism. Fundamental
to their ideology is the belief the strongest political and legal institutions of the US and countries
across the globe are perpetuating white superiority and racial inequality. Racism is not just the discrimination of one individual by another – it is perpetuated and consolidated through legal systems
and structures. Evidence for discrimination within
the legal system is seen through disproportionate
police violence against black people, the disproportion of black people in prison, the level of black
people randomly stopped and searched and more.17
Marshall innovatively used the law to
tackle this systemic racism and his legacy remains – advocacy groups like 20/20 Bipartisan
Justice Centre are pursuing legislative means to
achieve racial equality within the American justice system.18 Through his work as a lawyer and
judge and his innovative ideas and beliefs, Marshall laid the foundations for this shift from an
individual to systemic perception of racism and
the current methods being used to tackle it.
Thurgood Marshall was undoubtedly one
of the most important revolutionaries in American
history. The impact of Brown changed the lives of
thousands of African Americans, as the rejection of
“separate but equal” monumentally changed racial
structures within the law and sparked a civil rights
movement that would irrevocably change the social
and political landscape of the USA. His belief of the
legal system as a tool for social change was in itself a
revolution, and the change from an individualistic
to systemic perspective of the law contributed to the
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birth of public interest advocacy. This led to hugely
significant pieces of legislation, drastically altering
the legal equality between the races and even, arguably, legitimising American democracy. His legacy
ensures a continued use of the law to secure fundamental human rights not only for African Americans but for the disenfranchised around the globe.
Without him, it is difficult to imagine the
legal system being simultaneously scrutinised
for its systemic inequalities yet utilised to create
political change in the way it is today. Moreover,
with his impact on the first civil rights movement, it is hard to imagine the black population
being able to currently organist in a movement
proving to be the largest protest movement in US
history and one with a global impact.19 Vernon
Jordon stated Thurgood Marshall, “altered America irrevocably and forever”, but I would go even
further.20 Marshall’s legacy continues today and
will continue in the future to revolutionise social, political and legal systems around the globe.
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Frantz Fanon: The Revolutionary
Who Wrote a Revolution
Michaela Makusha

W

hen discussing the effects of colonialism and decolonization, typically the
focus is on the economic and political
effects, and the effects on the former colonial powers. However, in the early 1950s and 1960s, psychologist and philosopher Frantz Omar Fanon took an
alternative view on colonialism, his work becoming
influential in post colonial studies and liberation
movements across the Third World. He focused
not on colonial powers, but rather the oppressed
people of colonies and the psychological and social
effects on them. His philosophical and psychological works, such as The Wretched of the Earth (1961)
and Black Skin, White Masks (1952) examined the
effects of colonialism and oppression on the psyche;
a raw and unapologetic look at how colonialism affected black people from his lived perspective, as a
black man, a soldier, and an intellectual. Moreover,
his work as a psychologist laid the groundwork
for many, more humane treatments used today.
Despite leading a short life, dying prematurely at the age of 36 due to leukemia, his legacy
lives on through the ideologies of activists, writers
and fighters for liberation across the world. Frantz
Fanon was a revolutionary who wrote a revolution.
Fanon’s journey as a revolutionary seems
contradictory to his early life. His family were part
of the black middle class on the French colonial
island Martinique, his father being a customs inspector and his mother owning a hardware store.
Members of his social stratum often assimilated to
‘white’ French culture - learning solely French history, speaking ‘white’ French rather than Antillean

1
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Creole. Fanon describes the conflict between his
assimilated identity and his black identity, writing, “I am a white man for unconsciously I distrust
what is black in me that is the whole of my being”.1
This is a theme that a recurs throughout his work
- how the desire to assimilate has damaged black
people culturally and psychologically. Despite his
initial assimilation, he eventually chose to resist,
joining the French army during World War II. It
was the immense amount of racism he experienced from his fellow soldiers, as well as the people
whose lives he saved, that further pushed him to
become an intellectual revolutionary. Quite simply,
what he lived, he wrote and he wrote what he lived.
Fanon’s early work examines the psyche
of black men and women within the scope of colonialism and oppression. In Black Skin, White
Masks, he discusses the psychological trauma felt
by black people because of oppression and alienation. This is significant as he clearly addresses the
shortcomings of traditional psychologists, such as
Sigmund Freud, and philosophers, such as Karl
Marx, both of whom influence his work, but who
ignored the traumatic effects of racism in society
and how it affects the psyche. This piece of work
was written whilst Fanon lived and worked in
France as a psychologist, and his experiences of
racism, as well as the continuing struggle between
his revolutionary and assimilated identity, was
clearly influential . It can be seen that Fanon was
not only writing for black people generally, in the
sense of them being subjects of the colonial system, but also working through his own psyche.
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Fanon explained that black people were
emotionally traumatised from how they were treated and the pressure to assimilate despite never being
fully accepted by white society, no matter how hard
they worked. He delved into French philosopher,
and fellow anti-colonialist, Jean-Paul Sartre’s work
on the gaze - how others in society perceive us and
how this constructs identity. The way white people
see black people - as beneath them, worthless, and
as the ‘other’ - further alienates and oppresses them.
However, being in a white-dominated society, this
trauma is never allowed to be processed. Fanon
took a radical step in his affirmation that black
people were victims of a dominant ideology that
had oppressed them psychologically, despite prevailing ideas in psychiatry at the time that viewed
black people as criminals or naturally violent.
Fanon became increasingly radical after
the eruption of the Algerian Revolution in 1954.
Having seen and treated the psychological trauma suffered by both French soldiers ordered to
torture Algerian revolutionaries, and the Algerian
revolutionaries themselves, Fanon left his post as
psychiatrist in Algeria’s Blida-Joinville hosptial in
1956; severing his ties with his assimilated identity and thereby devoting his time to the revolution.
His focus broadened, developing from his early examinations of the structures of an anti-black world
and the psychological trauma which they caused
Fanon wrote pieces criticising the French government, with many of his most important writings
in this period being published in French-language
newspapers across Africa, in particular the Algerian National Liberation Front newspaper El Moudjahid.His most important essays include ‘Algeria
Unveiled’ (1959), which examines the relationship between oppressed religious traditions and
how they fit within revolution. Fanon argued for
reclaiming old and repressed religons such as Islam and other traditions in a postcolonial Algeria.
He argued that these traditions and their reclamation can be used by communities to resist colonial
rule as long as they are evaluated after independence for their suitability in the new society. In another essay, ‘Algeria’s European Minority’ (1959),

Fanon examined how white people in colonised
nations can be affected by anti-colonial struggles. Fanon argued that revolutionary solidarity
across racial lines was in fact possible and necessary, but recognised that just as black people
were locked into a negative ideology, so too were
white people. This can be seen as an early recognition of interracial alliances within racial politics.
More controversially, Fanon, despite being
a man of peace, argued that decolonization had
to be a violent process for colonised countries to
gain freedom and cure themselves of the inferiority
complex bestowed upon them through colonial institutions. This argument is outlined in The Wretched of the Earth. After his observations in Algeria,
he came to the conclusion that colonial rule was
maintained through violence. He wrote, “decolonization is the meeting of two forces, opposed to
each other by their very nature…their first encounter was marked by violence and their existence together – that is to say the exploitation of the native
by the settler – was carried on by dint of a great
array of bayonets and cannons”.2 So, in order to free
a society from this violence, the colonized subjects
must respond in kind - with violence. This is how
revolutionary wars, such as the one in Algeria and
the many that have since followed, are seen as a
natural and necessary progression towards freedom. It was Fanon who coined the now infamous
phrase,“By any means necessary”, often attributed to Malcolm X. The phrase is seen as a succinct
summary of the general idea of necessary violence.
Fanon argued that the use of violence
against the oppressor was a cathartic experience.
In Black Skin White Masks, he argues that there,
“must exist – a channel, an outlet through which
the forces accumulated in the forms of aggression
can be released”.3 In other words, in order to break
free from oppression, and to process the psychological trauma of alienation and colonial overrule,, violence must be used. Therefore, colonial
subjects are able to restore their sense of self and
identity, something Sarte describes, in his preface
of Fanon’s work, as, “Man recreating himself ”.4
Fanon expressed in his work that the only
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way the French thought they could deal with Algerians was through violence due to their beliefs about them - that they were beneath them,
and could not be dealt with rationally. Therefore, as a collective, they must respond in kind
to gain freedom. For Fanon, violence was a way
to mobilise the oppressed against the oppressor.
However, being primarily a man of peace,
Fanon went on to detail that violence shouldn’t
be used lightly - an observation that is sometimes
missed when discussing or utilising Fanon’s work.
He makes sure to outline the dangerous effects of
violence, that it is not only physically damaging
but, as an ever-present part of colonial life, mentally damaging. It is clear that his time working in
the largest psychiatric hospital in Algeria, where he
treated the victims of colonial torture, showed him
this. The lasting effects on both the colonised subject and oppressor can be harrowing. Moreover, he
points out that revolutionaries should look beyond
violence. Violence is not enough to build a new society after tearing down the old one. The focus of
revolutionary movements should be on creating a
new cultural identity and a peaceful, sustainable
society, not solely the revolutionary struggle. By
setting these limitations and conditions, Fanon
attempted to ensure that violence is used properly in order to meet its aims, not used gratuitously.
Fanon studied philosophy, politics and psychoanalysis. Whilst he is primarily known for his
more political works, Fanon was foremost a psychologist. Biographer David Macey claims that Fanon
was a, “conventional psychologist” for the era, however, this is a clearly disputable opinion. Fanon was
one of the few psychologists who advocated against
institutionalisation in favour of community care treating mentally ill people within the community
in order to allow for seamless transition back into
it. In his letter of resignation to the governor-general of Algeria in 1956, he argued, “Madness is one of
the means by which the human being can lose their
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freedom” and that, “psychiatry is the medical technique that proposes to help the human being no
longer be a stranger to their environment.”.5 Moreover, he was against the use of lobotomies and electroconvulsive therapy - common but dangerous
practices of the time. Fanon’s compassion extended to all oppressed people - not just just oppressed
by their skin colour, but by their minds, and how
traditional psychiatry further alienated them.
Fanon’s name may not be as widely known
as those he influenced, but his ideas remain the
groundwork for anti-colonial and national liberation movements across the world. The Wretched
of the Earth inspired revolutionary leaders such as
Malcom X in the United States, Ernesto Che Guvera in South America and anti-aparthied leader
Steve Biko in South Africa. Jean-Paul Sartre’s preface to The Wretched of the Earth suggests, to an extent, that he was himself inspired by the young man
to whom he had long been an inspiration. The book
heavily influenced the black power movement in
the United States. The Wretched of the Earth was on
the curriculum for new members of the Black Panther Party and Fanon’s ideas on necessary violence
in order to free oneself has become a fundamental idea for radical movements across the world,
from Latin America to Palestine. Fanon’s work is
still heavily influential with contemporary African literature, such as Tsitsi Dangarembga, a Zimbawaen writer whose book Nervous Conditions
(1988) features his ideas on assimilation. There are,
of course, criticisms of the application of Fanon’s
ideas by many revolutionaries mentioned, but his
influence on the modern era cannot be doubted.
Fanon became the spokesperson of millions through his unapologetic rage against
oppression and the alienation of every oppressed person, combined with his uncompromising compassion. He created ideas that have
birthed movements and liberated nations and
will continue to do so for generations to come.
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On Monuments and
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R

evolutions topple monuments. In
Imperial Rome, the ousting of a particularly reviled emperor would be
accompanied by the “damnatio memoriae,” the
erasure of the public image of a hated despot, including the destruction of statuary.1 Within days
of the United States’ Declaration of Independence
in July 1776, a gilded statue of King George III in
New York had been torn down, its head and body
disfigured.2 And the #BlackLivesMatter protests
that erupted in response to the May 2020 murder
of George Floyd in Minneapolis, Minnesota, felled
many monuments, among them a statue of the
slave trader Edward Colston in Bristol (figure 1).
Such acts are symbolic, but they also aim to create
space into which new values, ideals, and practices
can move. Most revolutionaries aren’t driven by lust
for destruction; they have strong ideas about what
should go on those empty plinths. When we see a
monument being toppled—whether acting as historians or as citizens—we should scrutinize the values, ideals, and practices the monument embodied,
but we should also ask ourselves what the people
doing the toppling would like to erect in its place.
Here, I apply this way of thinking to attacks on scientific monuments, addressing two

Figure 1. An empty plinth in Bristol, UK,
where a statue of the slave trader Edward
Colston stood before being toppled by protesters on 7 June 2020. Credit: Photo by
Caitlin Hobbs, reproduced under CC BY
3.0, courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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revolutions in twentieth-century physics.3 The first
is the revolution in high energy physics that led to
what is known as the standard model, which describes elementary particles and forces governing
them. High energy physics underwent a conceptual revolution after World War II. It proposed a
radically revised understanding of microphysics;
but revolted against what some saw as the pernicious effects of nuclear weapons, which cast a
monumental shadow over the American physics community. The research programme that
resulted was carried out using the iconic machines of big physics, particle accelerators that
grew in size and expense as the century wore on.
But big physics generated a backlash. The
second revolution I consider sought to topple
the monuments of big science, arguing that they
consumed too many resources for too little payoff, and that the reductionist worldview they encoded devalued other forms of knowledge. By
seeking to distance physics from politics, these
revolutionaries suggested, high energy physics
had become political in another sense, forcing
a confrontation with questions about why societies do and should support scientific research.

Making Physics Remote
On August 6, 1945, a uranium bomb codenamed
Little Boy, dropped from an American B-29 Superfortress, detonated over the Japanese city of Hiroshima. Tens of thousands of people, mostly civilians, were killed almost instantly. Tens of thousands
more later suffered from, or succumbed to, injuries
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sustained in the blast, including the effects of
the bomb’s radiation. Three days later, a plutonium bomb codenamed Fat Man wrought similar destruction on Nagasaki. Japan surrendered.4
The United States had announced nuclear
weapons to the world, bringing physicists new and
unfamiliar notoriety. Through the 1930s, physicists had painstakingly investigated the structure
and behaviour of the atomic nucleus, labouring
mostly in popular obscurity. Even in 1944, the
president of the American Physical Society could
remark, “It is a rare occurrence that a census taker
has ever heard of a physicist, and the task of explaining is such that one is often tempted to register as a chemist.”5 The bomb, however, positioned
physicists as custodians of an awesome power with the potential to reshape the global order.
Some embraced the bomb. Most notoriously, the Hungarian émigré Edward Teller championed an arsenal of bigger, more powerful weapons, which he hoped could be used for applications
ranging from nuclear deterrence to carving out a
new harbour in Alaska.6 Others took a less hawkish approach, seeking to subjugate nuclear weapons to responsible, civic-minded custodianship.
J. Robert Oppenheimer, the head of scientific operations at the Los Alamos laboratory where the
bombs were assembled, advocated for international control of nuclear weapons, and, when that
failed, sought to use his influence to rein in the
excesses of Teller and his allies. Oppenheimer’s
scepticism of an expanded nuclear arsenal contributed to the Atomic Energy Commission’s
(AEC) revocation of his security clearance, over

3
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the strenuous objections of many of his colleagues.7
Still others, however, refused what they saw
as a Faustian bargain. Robert R. Wilson provides
an illustrative example. Wilson had led the Research Division of the Manhattan Project. But the
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki disturbed
him profoundly. “I remember being just… ill. Sick,”
he told the documentarian Jon Else in 1981, “to the
point I thought I would … vomit. I was so overwhelmed when it happened, that that thing had
happened. Still am.” His reaction soured him on
nuclear research: “At the end of the war then, I gave
up my clearance, and have not worked on … nuclear energy in any of its aspect[s] … or on bombs.”8
An influential segment of the physics community shared Wilson’s distaste for applications
that might be misused. High energy physicists,
many of them Manhattan Project veterans, prided the intellectual purity of their field, and even
boasted of its remoteness from human affairs.
Upon being awarded a share of the 1976 Nobel
Prize for the experimental discovery of the J/Ψ
meson, Burton Richter bluntly informed a reporter who asked after his discovery’s uses: “The significance is that we have learned something more
about the structure of the universe. In terms of
practical application right now, it’s got none.”9
Wilson himself generated the most iconic
expression of this outlook during a 1969 congressional hearing on support for the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL)—better known as Fermilab—of which Wilson would become the founding
director.10 When asked by Rhode Island Senator
Joe Pastore whether the facility would contribute to national security, or competition with the
Soviet Union, Wilson insisted that it would not.
Instead, he continued, “it has to do with: Are we
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good painters, good sculptors, great poets? I mean
all these things that we really venerate and honor in
our country and are patriotic about. In that sense,
this new knowledge has all to do with honor and
country, but nothing to do directly with defending
our country except to make it worth defending.”11
Wilson’s eloquent defence of physics as
a form of culture has been widely quoted, but its
context widely misunderstood. Wilson is often
cast as nobly resisting in the face of pressure to
serve defence needs or lose support. But Pastore,
a supporter of the NAL, had different concerns in
mind. As the Senator charged with selling the project to the appropriations committee, he wanted to
be armed with a clear justification for the project.
Vague promises that the facility would furnish “a
better understanding of the subnuclear universe,”
but that, specifically, physicists “do not know what
we will find,” as the AEC Research Director Paul
W. McDaniel suggested, seemed weak. Pastore
lamented: “We have these Senators … going all
over the country showing how many people are
starving, how many people are hungry, how many
people live in rat-ridden houses. Here we are asking for $250 million to build a machine that is an
experimental machine, in fundamental high energy physics, and we cannot be told exactly what
we are trying to find out through that machine.”12
The NAL would get its funding, but Pastore’s
frustration reflected growing disquiet about the effects of large-scale science, especially in the context
of other major government expenditures. In 1969,
the United States was embroiled in a costly (in several senses) war in Vietnam. The Apollo program
was in full swing, and would send astronauts to the
moon in July, but would also consume almost $30
billion. In this context, with funding for the NAL
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recently approved, solid state physicist Benjamin
Lax complained that “millions are being spent on redundant facilities” while his own magnet laboratory
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology languished.13 The poet Gil Scott-Heron was equally sharp-penned in 1970, skewering spending on
the moonshot in the face of poverty, inequality,
and infrastructural decay, in his poem “Whitey on
the Moon”: “With all that money I made last year
/ For whitey on the moon / How come I ain’t got
no money here? / Hmm, whitey’s on the moon.”14
Pastore, Lax, and Scott-Heron, though they represented different perspectives, shared a motivating
question: what cultural priorities did big-science
projects reflect? That same question motivated a second attack on the monuments of physics.

Critics of Monumental Physics
American high energy physics was in the monument business by the 1960s. Ernest O. Lawrence
and M. Stanley Livingstone had invented the cyclotron in the early 1930s. This instrument for accelerating subatomic particles to high speeds allowed
physicists to create interactions in the laboratory
that revealed the workings of nature at its smallest scales. But the first cyclotron was small enough
to fit in one hand. Later iterations grew larger as
physicists grew hungry to accelerate particles, and
smash them together, at higher velocities, which required bigger magnets.15 By 1960, this process had
led to machines like the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, 843 feet in diameter (figure 2).16
Such monumental machines brought about a revolution in physical understanding of the sub-nuclear
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world, but they also stoked a revolution of a different type: a revolt against the values they encoded. In 1961, Alvin Weinberg published an article
in Science entitled “Impact of Large-Scale Science
on the United States,” which critiqued the influence facilities like the AGS exerted on the American scientific community.17 Weinberg was, in many
ways, an unlikely revolutionary. As the director
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, a sprawling
national research facility that had its roots in the
Manhattan Project, he was an established member of the scientific–managerial class that guided
American science during the Cold War. He was
a physicist who had worked on the Manhattan
Project, often regarded as the first true example
of big science.18 But he would credit the comprehensive, humanistic undergraduate education he
received at the University of Chicago in the 1930s
with conditioning him to understand science in
terms of how it intertwined with human affairs.19
Weinberg examined the intertwining of
big science with human affairs, and he didn’t like
what he saw. He compared the monuments of
big science to monuments like the Pyramids and
medieval cathedrals. Monuments might be spectacular, but “those cultures which have devoted too much of their talent to monuments which
had nothing to do with the real issues of human
well-being have usually fallen upon bad days.”20
Such bad days, he warned, might well be in store
for the United States if it permitted questions of scientific merit to be arbitrated “in the congressional
committee room rather than in the technical-society lecture hall,” which would ensure that “the
spectacular rather than the perceptive becomes
the scientific standard.”21 Spectacle, in other words,
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Figure 2. Aerial view of the AGS at Brookhaven National Laboratory during its construction.
Credit: Brookhaven National Laboratory, distributed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.
should not distort our sober evaluation of a scientific
undertaking’s worth in terms of benefits to society.22
This critique focused attention on the values that underwrote big physics. Critics who followed Weinberg’s lead focused in particular on
reductionism. This term has been used to name all
manner of sin, but in the case of physics, it refers
to the conviction that the whole natural world can
in principle be described in terms of a single set of
laws governing the workings of the universe at its
smallest scales. Such a view was attractive to particle physicists in the twentieth century. Deciphering
the workings of the elements of matter and energy
held the promise of answering the most fundamental questions about the universe: an intellectual
spectacle worthy of spectacular research facilities.
And a reductionist approach led physicists of Wilson’s stripe away from the uncomfortable prospect
of generating applications they could not control.
But many physicists became worried, like

Weinberg, when reductionism placed disproportionate value on the kind of science that was disproportionately distant from the terrestrial world.
Philip W. Anderson, who conducted pioneering
and fundamental work in solid state and condensed
matter physics that clarified the mechanisms that
underlie magnetism, among other phenomena,
wrote a famous broadside against this form of reductionism, titled “More Is Different,” in 1972.23
Although we often learn about systems by breaking them down into their components, Anderson
argued, we cannot then assume that knowledge
of those components permits us to reconstruct or
predict the properties of the higher-level systems
they might constitute—to presume otherwise was
simply “the arrogance of the particle physicist.”24
Another condensed matter physicist, Leo
Kadanoff, argued along similar lines. Like Anderson, he accepted that a reductionist approach,
which often led to the unification of physical laws
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once thought to be separate, had been a great driver of scientific progress. But, he qualified, “another
part of the grand structure is the opposite view—
that natural laws are diverse. Different laws may
apply at different levels of organization.”25 Insufficient appreciation of this fact had led to the US
science budget that was “increasingly misdirected toward grandiose projects” by the late 1980.26
The opposition to monumental physics
that grew from the 1960s through the 1980s was
multifaceted. It hinged on evaluating the connections among scientific fields, and between those
fields and technical and social concerns, on philosophical commitments about the merits of different types of knowledge, and on internecine
squabbles and personal politics. But at core, it was
a question about priorities. By casting fundamental knowledge of the very small as valuable principally as a form of culture, high energy physicists
distanced themselves from practical justifications
for their work. They also left a question open for
the asking: If physicists are like sculptors, artists,
and poets, why are they funded so much better?
Even in the 1960s, as big physics was just
beginning to establish its toehold on the research
landscape, sceptics were asking that question.
They were driven by an understanding that science is political. The choices we make as a society about what science to pursue and how to
pursue it both speak to and reinforce our values.
In that sense, supporters of high energy physics
miscalculated if they hoped to distance themselves from political concerns by retreating to the
distant world of quarks, bosons, and neutrinos.

Epilogue
In 1993, a monument fell. The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) was to have been a massive particle accelerator, 54.1 miles in circumference. As a
research facility it was, like the NAL before it, an effort to generate new data that would produce new,
unpredictable insights into particle physics. As a
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monument, it was an effort to ossify the reductionist worldview, and the system of support it implied,
by entrenching it in a colossal facility. By the early
1990s, the US Congress could not be convinced to
support such an effort, and the monumental SSC, already in the process of being erected, was depleted.27
The SSC was unusual in facing vocal and
determined opposition from within the physics
community—even Weinberg, when castigating big
science, restrained himself from actively opposing
any specific project. The likes of Philip Anderson
and Leo Kadanoff, however, were not content to
follow the disciplinary tradition of keeping criticism of large-scale physics funding efforts to themselves. They were motivated not by an insatiable
yen to tear the SSC from its pedestal, but by a conviction that something better could go in its place.
Monuments are meant to set certain ideals
and practices in stone, and so tearing them down is
a symbolic rejection of those ideals and practices,
but also a meaningful attack on the material conditions that perpetuate them. Anderson, Kadanoff,
Weinberg, and other critics of big science worried that the conditions that perpetuated big science were unhealthy for other areas of science.
By opposing it, they sought to usher in a new age,
once in which the basic pursuit of science and the
practical employment of science worked together.
The critiques of big science that contributed
to the demise of the SSC exhibit another important
feature: they embraced, rather than rejected, the
political entanglements of science. The idea of science as apolitical became a powerful one during the
Cold War.28 For high energy physicists, it soothed a
wounded conscience and justified ongoing expenditures in support of increasingly remote research.
But for practitioners of small science, whose work
often exhibited closer connections to technology,
the political consequences of scientific choice were
easier to discern. The revolution they sought to enact by attacking monumental physics was a turn,
with a look of recognition, toward the processes that
determine what sort of science we value, and why.
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